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ABSTRACT
The impact threat of asteroids or comets, referred to as near-Earth objects (NEOs), is a growing
concern to the global community. A NEO collision could have severe consequences, especially in highly
populated regions. To combat this threat, several asteroid deflection strategies have been introduced, but
computational modeling is needed to investigate the feasibility of such missions. To this end, an asteroid
disruption software tool was built to handle the simulation of multiple disruption techniques, namely
high-energy explosives and kinetic-energy impactors, and to investigate the feasibility and effectiveness
of these approaches. In addition, the software is intended to use graphics processing units (GPUs) as the
primary computational resource rather than central processing units (CPUs). While GPUs are quickly
becoming an alternative computing platform for numerical simulations, it is not clear which numerical
schemes provide the highest computational efficiency for different problem types.
The numerical accuracies and computational work of several numerical methods are compared using
GPU computing implementation. The Correction Procedure via Reconstruction (CPR), Discontinuous
Galerkin (DG), Nodal Discontinuous Galerkin (NDG), Spectral Difference (SD), and Finite Volume
(FV) methods are investigated for smooth and discontinuous problems to determine the most efficient
method to apply towards asteroid disruption simulations. The computational time to reach a set error
criteria and total time to compute solutions are compared across the methods. It is shown that while
FV methods can produce solutions with the lowest computation time for discontinuous problems, they
produce larger errors for smooth problems at the same order of accuracy. The SD method illustrates an
excellent trade-off in terms of error and total work, computing both smooth and discontinuous problems
faster than most other methods while providing low error norms.
From the aforementioned study, the SD method is applied to multifluid modeling for asteroid dis-
ruption applications. In order to model the multiple material phases associated with the problem, a
Diffused-Interface Method (DIM) approach is integrated into the SD method (SD-DIM). This allows
high-order solution reconstructions for problems containing multi-material interactions, where different
xiii
equations of states define each material. In addition, a damage model is developed to simulate asteroid
fracturing based on material phase changes. This results in a novel GPU-based high-order SD-DIM
computational tool to explore the complex problem of asteroid fragmentation and pulverization. Sev-
eral asteroid disruption simulations are completed, including kinetic-energy impactors, multi-kinetic
energy impactor systems, and nuclear options. Results illustrate the benefits of using a multi-kinetic
energy system when compared to a single impactor system for non-nuclear options. The effectiveness
of nuclear options is also observed, where complete target destruction is shown.
1CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
The numerical simulation of complex physical phenomena demands efficient and accurate numer-
ical methods coupled with high performance computing to hasten solution generation. Typically, this
is completed utilizing well known numerical methods (Finite Volume (FV) or Finite Element (FE)) im-
plemented with the intent of utilizing central processing unit (CPU) servers. Rather than following this
common practice, this thesis investigates graphics processing units (GPUs) with high-order numerical
methods to simulate asteroid disruption techniques. The intent is to discover the most efficient method,
in terms of computing speeds and overall solution accuracy, and use the method to simulate asteroid
disruption problems.
1.1 Numerical Simulation
The desired simulations of asteroid disruption cases demand large computational power, since a
single simulation will involve millions of degrees of freedom (DOFs) per equation. In this thesis,
DOFs are defined as the total number of points in the computational domain. In order to choose a
numerical method for implementation, several factors must be taken into account, including solution
accuracy, implementation efficiency, and maximum allowable time-step. Several high-order methods
are compared against the FV method to determine the most efficient method. In this thesis, a high-
order method indicates a solution reconstruction of 3rd order and higher [1]. The FV method, while
capable of achieving high-order reconstruction, becomes costly in terms of memory access, especially
for unstructured grids [2]. The solution reconstruction requires information from neighboring elements,
and as the order of accuracy is increased, the number of elements required for communication also
increases. In contrast, high-order methods only require information at element neighbors. This compact
nature is appealing to parallel processing, especially GPU computing.
21.1.1 GPU computing application
Various researchers have explored GPU Compute Unified Device Architecture (CUDA) developed
by NVIDIA [3] with different numerical methods. Implementation of the FV method for GPUs has been
investigated by Castro et al. [4] for the shallow water equations and Obenschain [5] for unstructured
meshes. The parallelism of FV per element is limited, as solutions are reconstructed along element
edges before the volume integration step. In contrast, high-order methods have multiple solution states
within each element, stored at solution points, which increases parallelism per element. The most devel-
oped high-order methods to date include Discontinuous Galerkin (DG), Nodal Discontinuous Galerkin
(NDG), Correction Procedure via Reconstruction (CPR), and Spectral Difference (SD).
The DG method [6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14] was the first high-order method introduced to hy-
perbolic equations, and the leader of high-order methods in compressible flow simulations in aerospace
problems. There are multiple approaches to the DG method, depending on how the integration points are
chosen. This thesis uses Gauss-Legendre points for DG implementation, which demands computations
of surface and volume integrals at each step. This allows for improved accuracy at a cost of increased
computational work per step. A more efficient implementation of DG was completed by Hesthaven and
Warburton [15], which moved the integration points to element edges (NDG). For an in depth discussion
of the implementation of NDG to GPUs, the reader is directed to the paper by Klo¨ckner et al. [16]. The
CPR method was developed to improve efficiency of other high-order methods [17, 18, 19, 20], which
includes the DG method. The CPR approach allows the equations to be solved in differential form,
removing the added surface and volume integration computations present in DG. While this increases
the computing speed, the method is not as accurate as the DG approach [1]. CPRs application to GPUs
was completed by Hoffmann and Zimmerman [21, 22], where significant speed-ups are observed. The
SD method is a finite difference-like formulation [23, 24, 25], which uses two sets of points within each
element to compute derivatives and update solution states. The SD methods application to GPUs was
completed by Zimmerman [26] for a three-dimensional system.
The aforementioned references layout efficient algorithms and implementation techniques for the
numerical methods discussed, and compare the speeds from GPU to CPU implementations, where sig-
nificant speed-up results are shown. While there has been a comparative study done by Yu et al. [27] on
3two-dimensional high-order methods using a CPU platform, there has been no performance assessment
of the different methods using a GPU platform. Furthermore, there has been no performance compar-
ison between high-order methods to FV methods on GPUs. This thesis performs a fair comparison of
two-dimensional numerical methods and evaluates the relative performance between them in terms of
total computing speed and accuracy with GPUs, following the work done by Zimmerman, Regele, and
Wie [28]. To this end, the FV, CPR, DG, NDG, and SD methods are all implemented using GPU CUDA,
in similar manners from the references discussed above. The comparison is for the two-dimensional Eu-
ler system, for both smooth and discontinuous problems. Each method is compared at the same order
of accuracy and same number of degrees of freedom, with the maximum allowable time-step for a
given mesh. The time-step plays an important factor when considering the computational work to reach
a specified final time, since high-order methods are time-step restricted, and this restriction increases
with the order of accuracy of the scheme [29, 30].
1.1.2 Shock capturing
The simulations of discontinuities require appropriate numerical methods, called shock capturing.
Typical approaches for shock capturing include two methods, limiting and artificial viscosity [9, 31, 32].
The concept of applying artificial viscosity to suppress oscillations near discontinuities originated from
Von Neumann and Richtmyer, and recently this concept has been extended into several high-order
methods [33, 34, 35, 36]. However, artificial viscosity requires adding a term into the partial differen-
tial equation and selecting an appropriate value for this viscosity. Additionally, the added dissipative
model involves solving a second order derivative, which will increase the computational work per time
step. Rather than exploring viscosity methods, this thesis implements slope limiting methods. Slope
limiting approaches are much simpler, but once applied, the order of the solution is reduced, and high-
order reconstructions become obsolete. Hence, a discontinuity detector is desired to locate the solution
discontinuities and apply slope limiting only in these regions.
For the FV method, the Monotonic Upstream-Centered Scheme for Conservation Laws (MUSCL)
scheme [37, 38, 39] provides a robust and simple implementation to resolve discontinuities. Solution
information from neighboring elements provides the information to reconstruct the slopes and control
jumps. For high-order methods, multiple approaches using slope limiters have been developed [40,
441, 9]. The slope limiter developed by Cockburn and Shu [9] provides a methodology to limit the
order of the solution only near solution discontinuities. This allows a high-order reconstruction in
smooth solution regions while resolving discontinuous solutions. Each high-order method implemented
will utilize the slope limiter scheme of Cockburn and Shu, while the FV methods will use MUSCL
reconstruction.
1.2 Asteroid Disruption Options
The impact threat of near-Earth objects (NEOs) is a concern to the global community, as demon-
strated by the Chelyabinsk event (caused by a 17 m meteorite) in Russia on February 15, 2013 and a
near miss by asteroid 2012 DA14 (∼30 m diameter) on the same day. The Chelyabinsk event released
roughly 440 kilotons of energy into the upper atmosphere [42] causing damage to over 7,000 structures.
These air burst scenarios are the highest threat, as most NEOs lack the material composition or size to
survive entry into the Earth’s atmosphere [43]. NEOs within this category are of interest in this thesis.
Since thousands of NEOs cross the Earth’s orbit [44], a significant interest is growing in the area of
asteroid deflection. One of the most common asteroid defense concepts, and regarded as the best option
in planetary defense literature, is to change the trajectory of the target NEO by use of an impulsive force
[45]. The impulsive force can be delivered by either a kinetic impactor or a standoff nuclear explosion.
However, due to the small velocity change induced on the NEO, at least a decade of warning is needed in
advance of the impact. In the event of short warning scenarios (less than 5 years) this typical deflection
concept would be ineffective. In the short-warning-time frame, significant damage must be applied to
the NEO such that it is completely destroyed or the resulting fragments are small enough to disintegrate
upon entering the Earth’s atmosphere. However, non-ideal fragmentation of the target can occur, where
the fragments are of sufficient size and remain on an Earth impacting trajectory. This scenario may lead
to increased damage to the Earth [45, 46, 47, 48], implying the need of numerical simulations to further
examine short-warning-time disruption missions.
The need for numerical simulations of such problems is driven by the non-ideal fragmentation
possibility and modeling uncertainties, such as asteroid characterization. Asteroid target disruption
simulations have previously been carried out by Dr. David Dearborn at Lawrence Livermore National
5Laboratory. The work was verified and extended by Kaplinger at the Asteroid Deflection Research
Center at Iowa State University [49], and pursued further by Premaratne [50]. All previous work used
the Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH) method for simulation purposes. This current work seeks
to further improve the numerical aspects by employing high-order methods. The SPH method, while
robust and easy to understand, suffers from neighbor searching and limited orders of accuracy [51, 52,
53]. While data structures can be employed to assist in locating neighboring points, poor resolution of
certain processes, such as dynamical instabilities and mixing, is an issue with SPH [52]. The use of
grid-based methods can improve on this aspect, and high-order methods can further increase resolution
and capture small structures which are normally dissipated by low-order methods. The application of
high-order methods to asteroid disruption problems with GPU computing has been investigated first by
Zimmerman [54, 55, 56, 57, 58, 59, 60, 61] and is covered in this thesis.
1.2.1 Kinetic-energy impactors
When dealing with NEO targets of relatively small diameters (< 150 m) non-nuclear options, such
as kinetic-energy impactors (KEIs), may be feasible for target disruption. The KEI must yield enough
energy such that the target NEO is either pulverized or fragmented. These resultant fragments must be
small enough to disintegrate upon entry to Earth’s atmosphere or have large dispersion speeds in excess
of escape velocity to miss the Earth entirely.
This thesis investigates two different impactor systems, a single heavy impactor and a multi-bodied
impactor system, designed to impact at hypervelocity (the impactor speed is faster than the speed of
sound in the target). The two impactor systems are the Single Kinetic-Energy Impactor Vehicle (SKIV)
and the Multiple Kinetic-Energy Impactor Vehicle (MKIV). The SKIV is a single heavy aluminum
impactor which will transfer a significant amount of kinetic energy to the asteroid. Due to the immense
impact energy the resultant asteroid fragments will have high dispersion speeds. The MKIV system was
first proposed by Wie [61] and investigated further by Lyzhoft and Wie [62], which stemmed from work
by Wood et al. [63]. The concept is to intercept an asteroid target with an array of kinetic impactors,
striking the target in multiple locations over the surface. Zimmerman and Wie [57, 58, 60] were the first
to simulate the MKIV system against asteroid targets. The distribution of damage across the surface
from the MKIV may be more effective at target disruption when compared to the SKIV.
6To ensure a fair comparison between the two systems, the total impacting mass is held constant
(equivalent kinetic energy). If the SKIV is 5000 kg, then the MKIV may be built of five separate
impactors of 1000 kg each. This thesis compares the velocity dispersal speed of asteroid particles of
both systems. The final results which yield larger dispersal speeds will be deemed the more effective
approach.
1.2.2 Nuclear options
Nuclear explosive devices (NEDs) are the most mass-efficient means for storing energy. This makes
nuclear options more effective than non-nuclear options for larger bodies with a short mission lead time
[45, 46, 47, 64, 65]. The specific energy transferred from NEDs are greater than the gravitational
binding energy of common NEOs, which yields long-term dispersion of fragments along the orbital
trajectory [64]. One such nuclear option is a standoff explosion against the NEO, ablating and blowing
off a thin layer of the targets surface [46, 47, 66]. However, since the NED is surrounded by empty
space, a significant amount of energy is wasted. Improved energy coupling from the NED is observed if
the device is buried in the target. The benefit of subsurface explosions is covered in a National Research
Council (NRC) report, where depending on the amount of energy emitted by the NED along with is
buried depth, it may be up to 20 times more efficient at coupling energy to the system when compared
to a surface explosion [42]. Numerical simulations have verified coupling factors at specific depths
[58]. While this can maximize the damage from a nuclear device, it is not physically feasible to bury an
NED inside an asteroid body. Hence, a concept was developed to mimic a subsurface NED explosion.
The Hypervelocity Asteroid Intercept Vehicle (HAIV) concept was developed as part of a NASA
Innovative Advanced Concepts (NIAC) study [67, 68, 69, 70]. The HAIV concept blends a hyperve-
locity impactor and a NED together. The kinetic impactor first strikes the target to generate a crater.
Then, a follower vehicle carrying the NED enters the crater and detonates the NED. While the 20 times
efficiency quoted from the NRC report is an ideal case, the HAIV concept presents a non-ideal situation
where the explosive is not entirely buried. The crater is partially open to the outside space, where energy
emitted from the NED is able to escape, lowering the efficiency of energy coupling [71]. The HAIV
concept is simulated and compared against the KEIs in this thesis.
71.3 Fluid Model Assumption
An interesting physical process occurs when objects impact at hypervelocity or when a high-
pressure shock front from an NED contacts the surface. The impact energy is so high that the material’s
strength is very small compared to the stresses imposed, and the material starts to behave more like a
fluid than a solid [72]. The following argument is taken from High Velocity Impact Phenomena [73].
Consider a small element in the target, which has a net force acting on it. This net force is contributed
by the normal and shear stress gradients, which can be estimated by comparing the normal and shear
stresses. Consider the normal stress component, whose order is the pressure generated at the shock,
following the order of the kinetic energy. For the impact of a solid at speeds of several kilometers per
second, the generated pressures are on the order of megabars. These pressure exceed the strengths of
materials by several factors of ten, which creates a regime where it is possible to neglect the materials
strength effects and treat the solid as a inviscid, compressible fluid. A similar argument can be made for
nuclear options, generating extremely high pressures relative to the maximum shear stress in the target,
or much greater than the targets ultimate strength [74, 75, 76]. The fluid argument has been adapted by
several authors using the above argument [77, 78, 79, 80, 81, 82, 83, 84]. It should be noted that this
approximation does fail when the pressure becomes sufficiently low [85, 86].
As a second argument, assume a target object is impacted at hypervelocity, or an NED is detonated
against the surface. The resulting impact, or high-pressure shock wave, will generate longitudinal waves
(P-waves) and shear waves (S-waves). P-waves travel faster than S-waves [87] (nearly twice as fast),
hence a point in the target beyond the impact location will experience a P-wave disturbance before the
S-wave arrives. For general hypervelocity impact, the P-wave particle displacement is greater than the
maximum compressive strain of the target, thus causing compressive failure in the target. The S-wave
propagation is hindered by the compressive failure from the P-wave, and has difficulty traveling through
the damaged regions. This allows a fluid-type model to be applied (S-waves do not travel in fluids),
since all damage arises from the P-wave. With this assumption, the compressible Euler equations can
be applied. While the complete theory of hypervelocity impact or high-energy explosive effects on
targets involves melting, vaporization, resolidification, condensation, and phase change kinetics [73],
the following serves as a good approximation for the problem.
81.3.1 Multiphase modeling
The numerical simulation of impact phenomenon requires a model for distinguishing multiple mate-
rials. In the presented problems, three different phases must be tracked: Aluminum, granite, and empty
space. The impactor is a solid body consisting of aluminum, the target asteroid is assumed to be granite
composition, and the outside space is modeled as a low density air (setting zero density in a region for
Eulerian methods produces infinity). The nuclear device is modeled as air and initialized as a point
source in the domain as specified by Needam [88]. This still requires two distinct phases to model, air
and the asteroid target (the NED can be modeled with the properties of air).
The modeling of material interfaces is a challenging problem, where improper treatment of material
interfaces can lead to non-physical pressure oscillations, even in first order models [89, 90]. The in-
troduction of high-order methods to these simulations further destabilizes the interface pressure due to
the high-order interpolation polynomials, leading to numerical instability. For hyperbolic conservation
laws, equations in the conservative form best describe the flow to be modeled, but computing multi-
component fluid dynamics in conservative form gives rise to oscillations and inaccuracies near material
interfaces [91, 92, 93]. An important note is that these oscillations are not associated with the oscil-
lations produced by high-order numerical schemes. Abgrall and Karni developed quasi-conservative
approaches to correctly resolve the material interfaces without oscillations [89, 90]. While this ap-
proach is appealing, the idea of strict conservation is lost to better capture the physics of the problem,
which may lead to errors near shock fronts (incorrect shock front speeds).
A non-conservative approach may not be the only way to remove the oscillations at the interface
fronts. It was shown by Engquist and Sjogreen [94] that the conservation laws can be augmented using
extrapolation techniques and stiff source terms. The issue with the prescribed approach is application to
multiple dimensions, as extrapolation directions can be difficult to compute. Another related method is
to use the fully conservative form throughout the domain except in the locations of the material fronts.
Around the material fronts, the governing equations are changed to the non-conservative equations
[95, 96]. However, such hybrid schemes also have issues going to multiple dimensions.
The model adapted in this thesis is based on tracking the material interface and maintaining the
conservative form of the governing equations. A brief description of different methods to accomplish
9this is covered by Allair, Clerc, and Kokh [97] and is summarized here. There are four main methods
to track the material interface. The first method discretizes the interface with points which move at
each time-step [98, 99]. The second method reconstructs the interface using a color function which
takes on values of 0 or 1 for two distinct fluids. Recovering the interface becomes complicated, and
is covered in [100, 101, 102]. The third method is the level set method, where reconstruction of the
interface is an interpolation problem [103]. These methods are known to be highly accurate, but suffer
from high computational complexity when applied to multidimensional problems. The fourth method is
the method adapted for use in this thesis, and is based off a spread interface model [97, 104]. Each fluid
is allowed a value similar to a color function, where the transition between the two fluids is computed
using a mixture model. The form of the equations is closely related to homogenized two-phase flows
based on volume fractions [105, 106, 107]. This approach was first used for simple multicomponent gas
flows [92, 108], and was further extended to handle different material interfaces [89, 90, 107, 109, 110].
While this approach is less accurate than the other three methods summarized, it is much simpler to
implement and relies on physical modeling of the mixture [97]. The spread interface model is defined
as the Diffused-Interface Method (DIM) [97, 104] in this thesis (sometimes referred to as the 4-equation
model) and is integrated into a high-order method to resolve the material interfaces.
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CHAPTER 2. NUMERICAL METHODS
The governing equations can be expressed in the form of a hyperbolic conservation law, written as
the following
∂q
∂t
+ ~∇ · ~F (q) = 0 (2.0.1)
where q is the state vector and ~∇ · ~F (q) is the divergence of the inviscid flux vector. The system can be
expanded as
~∇ · ~F (q) = ∂f (q)
∂x
+
∂g(q)
∂y
(2.0.2)
For the two-dimensional Euler equations, q is a vector of the conserved variables, given as
q =

ρ
ρu
ρv
e

(2.0.3)
and f (q) and g(q) are flux vectors written as follows:
f (q) =

ρu
p + ρu2
ρuv
u(e + p)

, g(q) =

ρv
ρuv
p + ρv2
v(e + p)

(2.0.4)
In Equations (2.0.3) and (2.0.4), ρ is the density, u is the x-direction velocity, v is the y-direction velocity,
e is the total energy per unit volume, and p is the pressure. To close the system, an appropriate equation
of state is needed, which is of the form
p = f (ρ, e) (2.0.5)
For the first part of this thesis, the ideal gas equation of state is used, written as
p = (γ − 1)(e − 1
2
ρ(u2 + v2)) (2.0.6)
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The computational domain is discretized with two-dimensional non-overlapping quadrilateral elements,
each with volume Vm.
2.1 Numerical Schemes
The various numerical methods implemented are derived and discussed here, including Finite Vol-
ume (FV), Correction Procedure via Reconstruction (CPR), Discontinuous Galerkin (DG), Nodal Dis-
continuous Galerkin (NDG), and Spectral Difference (SD). Each high-order method requires various
coefficients to be derived to complete reconstructions, interpolations, and derivatives. Several examples
of these coefficients are shown in this chapter. For an in depth discussion, the reader is directed to
Appendix A.
2.1.1 FV Formulation
In the FV approach, the solution per element takes on an averaged value. Equation (2.0.1) integrated
over the elements volume, Vm, as ∫
Vm
[
∂q
∂t
+ ~∇ · ~F (q)
]
dV = 0 (2.1.1)
The solution average, denoted by q¯m is then defined as
q¯m =
1
Vm
∫
Vm
q¯dV (2.1.2)
The solution update can then be written in the following well known form for two-dimensional quadri-
lateral elements
∂q¯i, j
∂t
+
1
∆x
[
fi+1/2, j − fi−1/2, j
]
+
1
∆y
[
gi, j+1/2 − gi, j−1/2
]
= 0. (2.1.3)
In the above formulation, i is the index in the x-direction, while j is the index in the y-direction. To
obtain the flux at an interface (say fi−1/2, j, which is the left interface of the element) left and right
solutions need to be reconstructed at the elements edge first. In this thesis, both second and third order
reconstructions are considered. For a linear reconstruction at the face (i − 1/2, j), a left (interior) and
right (exterior) solutions are required, written as
q¯Li−1/2, j = q¯i, j −
1
2
(
q¯i+1, j − q¯i, j
)
(2.1.4)
q¯Ri−1/2, j = q¯i−1, j −
1
2
(
q¯i, j − q¯i−1, j
)
(2.1.5)
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where the L and R superscripts denote the left and right reconstructed solutions. Similarly, a third order
reconstruction can be written as
q¯Li−1/2, j = −
1
6
q¯i+1, j +
5
6
q¯i, j +
1
3
q¯i−1, j (2.1.6)
q¯Ri−1/2, j = −
1
6
q¯i−2, j +
5
6
q¯i−1, j +
1
3
q¯i, j (2.1.7)
The operation needs to be completed for each face in the domain. Once left and right solutions are
found at each interface, a Riemann problem is solved to determine the flux value at the interface. The
averaged solution is then updated via a time-marching scheme.
2.1.2 CPR Formulation
Here, the CPR method is described. The formulation of the CPR method requires the definition
of an arbitrary weighting function w. By multiplying the weighting function to Equation (2.0.1) and
integrating over the domain, the following is obtained∫
Vm
[
∂q
∂t
+ ~∇ · ~F (q)
]
wdV = 0 (2.1.8)
By applying the Gauss divergence theorem, Equation (2.1.8) is expanded to be∫
Vm
∂q
∂t
wdV +
∫
∂Vm
w ~F (q) · ndS −
∫
Vm
~∇w · ~F (q)dV = 0 (2.1.9)
where n is the normal vector at an elements face. Let qm approximate the solution q within the element
Vm. Furthermore, the solution is assumed to belong to the space of polynomials of degree k or less
(qm ∈ Pk). Thus, Equation (2.1.9) must satisfy the following∫
Vm
∂qm
∂t
wdV +
∫
∂Vm
w ~F (qm) · ndS −
∫
Vm
~∇w · ~F (qm)dV = 0 (2.1.10)
There is no requirement enforced on element edges at this point. The normal flux is replaced with a
common Riemann flux to enforce element coupling∫
Vm
∂qm
∂t
wdV +
∫
∂Vm
w ~F ncom(qm, qm+)dS −
∫
Vm
~∇w · ~F (qm)dV = 0 (2.1.11)
In Equation (2.1.11), qm+ is the solution outside of element m. Next, integration by parts is applied
again to the last term in Equation (2.1.11) to yield∫
Vm
∂qm
∂t
wdV +
∫
Vm
w~∇ · ~F (qm)dV +
∫
∂Vm
w
[
F ncom − F n(qm)
]
dS = 0 (2.1.12)
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In the CPR formulation, the last term in Equation (2.1.12) is viewed as a penalty term, which can be
lifted to a volume integral by introducing a correction polynomial δm ∈ Pk∫
Vm
wδmdV =
∫
∂Vm
w
[
F ncom − F n(qm)
]
dS (2.1.13)
The volume integral formulation of Equation (2.1.12) is obtained∫
Vm
[
∂qm
∂t
+ ~∇ · ~F (qm) + δm
]
wdV = 0 (2.1.14)
If the conservation law is non-linear, then ~∇· ~F (qm) does not generally fall into the space Pk. To resolve
the non-linear situation, the term ~∇ · ~F (qm) is projected into Pk. Then, eliminating the weight and
volume integral gives the differential formulation
∂qm
∂t
+ Π
[
~∇ · ~F (qm)
]
+ δm = 0 (2.1.15)
where the term Π
[
~∇ · ~F (qm)
]
is the projection of the flux divergence. The weighted residual formulation
is reduced to a differential one. Each element must store the solution states at a set of points, called
solution points. For the CPR method, within an element Vm, a set of Legendre-Lobatto solution points
are defined, as shown in Figure 2.1 (b) and (e). At each solution point j, Equation (2.1.15) must be true
∂qm, j
∂t
+ Π j
[
~∇ · ~F (qm)
]
+ δm, j = 0 (2.1.16)
Now the calculation of both Π j
[
~∇ · ~F (qm)
]
and δm, j must be completed. The inviscid flux divergence
follows a chain rule approach, given as
~∇ · ~F (qm) = ∂f (qm, j)
∂x
+
∂g(qm, j)
∂y
(2.1.17)
=
∂f (qm, j)
∂q
∂qm, j
∂x
+
∂g(qm, j)
∂q
∂qm, j
∂y
(2.1.18)
The analytical flux derivative for the Euler system can be computed in the following manner [111]:
∂f (qm, j)
∂q
=

0 1 0 0
γ−1
2 (u
2 + v2) − u2 (3 − γ)u −(γ − 1)v γ − 1
−uv v u 0[
−γeρ + (γ − 1)(u2 + v2)
]
u γeρ − (γ−1)2 (3u2 + v2) −(γ − 1)uv γu

(2.1.19)
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Table 2.1: Correction coefficients for P1 - P4 (αR, j) reconstructions.
j P1 P2 P3 P4
1 2.0 4.5 8.0 12.0
2 -1.0 -0.75 -0.5938 -0.2612
3 - 1.5 0.9688 0.9375
4 - - -2.0 -1.1451
5 - - - 0.5
∂g(qm, j)
∂q
=

0 0 1 0
−uv v u 0
γ−1
2 (u
2 + v2) − v2 −(γ − 1)u (3 − γ)v γ − 1[
−γeρ + (γ − 1)(u2 + v2)
]
v −(γ − 1)uv γeρ − (γ−1)2 (u2 + 3v2) γv

(2.1.20)
The solution derivatives are computed using a Lagrange polynomial interpolation, written as the fol-
lowing
~∇qm, j =
k+1∑
j=1
qm, j~∇l j (2.1.21)
where l j are the Lagrange polynomials at the solution points. For δm formulations, the gDG scheme
is adapted [17, 19]. This scheme uses Radau polynomials to build the correction polynomial, which
results in the following scheme for one-dimensional conservation laws
δm, j = αL, j
(
f ncom − f n(q)
)
L + αR, j
(
f ncom − f n(q)
)
R (2.1.22)
where αL and αR are correction coefficients for the left and right interfaces respectfully. The only
information needed on the edges are the normal flux differences, then the correction polynomial can
be built across points on edges. The definition of Legendre-Lobatto solution points brings a sense of
efficiency into the method. The solution points occupy edges of elements, thus no interpolation of
information to element edges is required, and element coupling becomes straightforward.
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With quadrilateral elements, the operations are completed in a one-dimensional manner. Let (i, k)
denote the solution points in (x, y) directions respectfully. Then the formulation becomes
∂qm:i,k
∂t
+ Πi,k
[
~∇ · ~F (qm)
]
+
1
|Vm|
[
αR,i
(
f ncom − f n(q)
)
R,i S 1 + αR,k
(
gncom − gn(q)
)
R,k S 2
+ αL,i
(
f ncom − f n(q)
)
L,i S 3 + αL,k
(
gncom − gn(q)
)
L,k S 4
]
= 0
(2.1.23)
where |Vm| is the volume of element m, S f is the area of face f , and α are the correction coefficients
shown in Table 2.1. The coefficients are symmetric so only one set of coefficients are shown [17].
2.1.3 DG Formulation
The DG method’s formulation is more straightforward than the CPR method. Again, a weighting
function w multiplies the conservation law, Equation (2.0.1), and is integrated over the domain as∫
Vm
[
∂q
∂t
+ ~∇ · ~F (q)
]
wdV = 0 (2.1.24)
Like the CPR method, integration by parts is performed, and qm, which belongs to the space Pk, is
allowed to approximate the solution on element Vm as∫
Vm
∂qm
∂t
wdV +
∫
∂Vm
w ~F (qm) · ndS −
∫
Vm
~∇w · ~F (qm)dV = 0 (2.1.25)
The solution and flux polynomials are approximated within each element m over n Gauss-Legendre
points and are written as the following:
qm =
n∑
j=1
qm, jφ j, ~F (qm, j) =
n∑
j=1
~Fm, jφ j (2.1.26)
where φ j are the basis functions. If the basis and weighting functions are equal, then the procedure is
Galerkin. The surface integral term in Equation (2.1.25) couples elements together and the common
flux is again calculated via a Riemann solver. Since the solution points are Gauss-Legendre for the
DG method, there is more computational work per time step when compared to the CPR method, since
solutions must be interpolated to edges before element coupling. Figure 2.1 (a) and (d) show typical P1
and P2 DG elements, where sets of flux points are defined along the edges to communicate solutions.
To increase the order of accuracy, additional solution points and flux points are defined within each
element. In addition to the interpolation step, volume and surface integral calculations further increase
the computational cost of the method.
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(a) P1 DG (b) P1 CPR and NDG (c) P1 SD
(d) P2 DG (e) P2 CPR and NDG (f) P2 SD
Figure 2.1: Solution points (red circles) and flux points (blue squares) locations for P1 and P2 solution
reconstructions. (a) and (d) Gauss-Legendre solution points with Gauss-Lobatto interface points. (b)
and (e) Gauss-Lobatto solution points with coinciding flux points. (c) and (f) Gauss-Legendre solution
points with Gauss-Lobatto flux points.
2.1.4 NDG Formulation
The Nodal DG formulation closely follows the CPR formulation discussed previously. Equation
(2.0.1) is multiplied by a weighting function and integrated to yield the following weak form∫
Vm
∂qm
∂t
wdV +
∫
∂Vm
w ~F (qm) · ndS −
∫
Vm
~∇w · ~F (qm)dV = 0 (2.1.27)
A Riemann flux is used to apply element coupling, and replaces ~F (qm) · n with a common Riemann
flux F ncom, which uses the current and neighboring element information. Equation (2.1.27) is rewritten
as ∫
Vm
∂qm
∂t
wdV +
∫
∂Vm
wF ncomdS −
∫
Vm
~∇w · ~F (qm)dV = 0 (2.1.28)
A basis set, w j, is chosen for the solution space following the DG approach, where j is the index of each
solution point. Equation (2.1.28) is written in the following strong DG form as
∂
∂t
∫
Vm
wiqm, jw jdV −
∫
∂Vm
wi
[
~F · n − F ncom
]
dS +
∫
Vm
wi~∇ · ~F (qm)dV = 0 (2.1.29)
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Table 2.2: Derivative matrix for one SD element, Di, j.
(i, j) (1,1) (1,2) (1,3) (2,1) (2,2) (2,3) (3,1) (3,2) (3,3)
P1 -0.5 0.5 - -0.5 0.5 - - - -
P2 -1.5 2.0 -0.5 -0.5 0.0 0.5 0.5 -2.0 1.5
A mass, stiffness, differentiation, and face mass matrices can now be formulated [16]. They are written
as follows:
[Mi, j] =
∫
Vm
wiw jdV (2.1.30)
[S i, j] =
∫
Vm
wi∇w jdV (2.1.31)
[Di, j] =
[
Mi, j
]−1
[S i, j] (2.1.32)
[MAi, j] =
∫
∂Vm
wiw jdS (2.1.33)
These matrices are used in Equation (2.1.29) to obtain the following formulation:
∂qm, j
∂t
+D
[
~F (qm)
]
−L
[
~F · n − F ncom
]
A
= 0 (2.1.34)
The matrix L, or lifting matrix, acts on the facial degrees of freedom on face Am. It combines the math-
ematical aspects of applying the mass matrix on the face, lifting the facial integral to a volume integral,
and finally applying the inverse mass matrix. Much like CPR, this method also uses Gauss-Lobatto
quadrature as the solution points (see Figure 2.1 (b) and (e)), simplifying the element communication
step. In fact, the correction polynomials chosen for the CPR method can be selected such that they are
identical to the lifting matrix terms [17]. The derivative coefficients, [Di, j], for P1 and P2 reconstruc-
tions are illustrated in Table 2.2. A ‘−’ indicates that those indexes are not used for the reconstruction
order.
2.1.5 SD Formulation
The SD scheme employs a finite-difference like approach on the conservation laws. The solution is
assumed to be in the space Pk, while the flux is assumed to be in the space Pk+1. A set of solution points
and flux points are defined within each element. Figure 2.1 (c) and (f) illustrate the point locations in a
SD P1 and P2 element. Note how an extra flux point is required per direction for the flux polynomial.
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The solution states are stored at the solution points while fluxes are stored at the flux points. Let l(ξ)
define the degree k Lagrange polynomial at the solution points and h(ξ) be the degree (k + 1) Lagrange
polynomial at the flux points in the ξ-direction. The coordinates (x, y) are transformed into standard
coordinates (ξ, η). The (k + 1) solutions at the solution points build a degree k polynomial following a
Lagrange polynomial basis as
l j(x) =
k+1∏
s=1,s, j
(
x − xs
x j − xs
)
(2.1.35)
where x is the point locations. In a similar manner, the flux polynomial can be built across the (k + 2)
flux points as
h j+1/2(x) =
k+1∏
s=0,s, j
(
x − xs+1/2
x j+1/2 − xs+1/2
)
(2.1.36)
In the SD method, the reconstructed solution polynomial is a tensor product of two one-dimensional
polynomials of the form
q(ξ, η) =
k+1∑
j=1
k+1∑
i=1
qi, jli(ξ)l j(η) (2.1.37)
In a similar manner, the reconstructed flux polynomials are formulated as
f (ξ, η) =
k+1∑
j=1
k+1∑
i=0
fi+1/2, jhi+1/2(ξ)l j(η) (2.1.38)
g(ξ, η) =
k+1∑
j=0
k+1∑
i=1
gi, j+1/2li(ξ)h j+1/2(η) (2.1.39)
In this formulation, i and j indicate the points in x and y directions respectfully. The flux polynomials
are only continuous within each element. To resolve the discontinuous interface, a Riemann solver is
applied at flux points on the interfaces to provide element coupling. Once the fluxes at the interface are
augmented to a common value, the flux derivatives are evaluated as(
∂f
∂ξ
)
i, j
=
k+1∑
r=0
fr+1/2, jh′r+1/2(ξi) (2.1.40)(
∂g
∂η
)
i, j
=
k+1∑
r=0
gi,r+1/2h′r+1/2(η j) (2.1.41)
The term h′(ξi) is the derivative of the flux points Lagrange polynomial evaluated at the solution point
locations ξi. Table 2.3 show the coefficients for interpolating the solution states to the flux points,
li(ξ j+1/2), and the flux derivatives evaluated at the solution points, h′j+1/2(ξi), for a P
1 reconstruction.
Note that these coefficients are derived for a one-dimensional element, [−1 × 1], for Gauss-Legendre
(solution) and Gauss-Lobatto (flux) points.
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Table 2.3: SD coefficients for P1 reconstruction.
(i, j) (1,0) (2,0) (1,1) (2,1) (1,2) (2,2)
li(ξ j+1/2) 1.37 0.5 -0.37 -0.37 0.5 1.37
h′j+1/2(ξi) -2.15 -2.31 0.15 -0.15 2.31 2.15
2.2 Common Numerical Functions
Each numerical method contains several generic functions outlined here, including shock capturing,
element transformation, interface solvers, and time-stepping. A shock capturing scheme is needed for
discontinuous problems to resolve the solution jumps and ensure numerical stability. Element transfor-
mation allows coefficients to only be computed for one element, since they will be identical for every
element if the transformed elements are equivalent. A Riemann solver (interface solver) is needed to re-
solve solutions at element interfaces and formulate common fluxes. Finally, the time-marching scheme
allows the method to advance in time.
2.2.1 Shock Capturing
To resolve solution discontinuities, the low-order and high-order methods follow two different ap-
proaches. For the FV method, the second and third order Monotonic Upstream-Centered Scheme for
Conservation Laws (MUSCL) schemes are implemented, which are applied during the reconstruction
of the solution at element interfaces. The slopes of the reconstructed solutions are limited with the
minmod limiter [112]. For second order reconstruction, the second order MUSCL scheme is applied,
while the third order MUSCL scheme is selected for third order reconstruction.
For the high-order methods, the same technique is applied for all schemes, which uses a minmod
limiter (similar to FV) to find troubled elements and apply slope limiting. The updated solution is
interpolated (if need be) to element edges. Once interpolation is completed, the minmod limiter is
applied to reconstruct a second solution based on cell averaged values to the edge.
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If the difference in these two values is greater than a certain threshold () then the cell is marked for
limiting, where the new solution is computed as
qm, j = q¯m + (xm, j − x0)minmod
( q¯m+1 − q¯m
h
,
q¯m − q¯m−1
h
)
(2.2.1)
In Equation (2.2.1), qm, j is the solution in element m and solution point j, xm, j is the location of the
solution point, x0 is the element midpoint, h is the element size, and q¯m is the averaged solution in
an element. This scheme results in a second order reconstruction which can be applied to any of the
high-order methods discussed.
2.2.1.1 Shock Detector Tuning
A simple one-dimensional test problem is shown to illustrate the tuning of the  parameter for shock
detection. The CPR method is chosen for solution generation. The domain, x ∈ [−1, 1], is initialized
with 500 elements, with a P2 reconstruction per element. An initial sine wave and discontinuous wave
is present. The governing equation is the one-dimensional linear advection equation, given as
∂u
∂t
+
∂u
∂x
= 0 (2.2.2)
where u is the solution. The wave is given an initial speed of u = 1, and should travel two complete
cycles after a time t = 4. Periodic boundary conditions are set to simulate an infinite domain. A third
order Runge-Kutta time marching scheme (Section 2.2.4) is applied to integrate the solution through
time. A small constant time step of ∆t = 1.0 × 10−4 is used to minimize any temporal errors. Figure
2.2 shows four different  values tested. Figure 2.2 (a) illustrates  = 1.0, which simulates almost no
detection. The solution is shown to be oscillatory near the discontinuous solution. As the value of 
is decreased slightly, Figure 2.2 (b), some small oscillations are still observed near the discontinuous
solution, however the smooth solution is well resolved. Further refinement shows little to no change in
the computed solution. The smooth solution is still captured well, while the discontinuities are resolved
without oscillations. One major drawback with the approach is the number of elements needs to be
high. A coarse mesh will cause the detector to locate discontinuities in smooth regions of the domain,
which will ruin the smooth solution states.
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(a)  = 1.0 (b)  = 1.0 × 10−1
(c)  = 1.0 × 10−2 (d)  = 1.0 × 10−3
Figure 2.2: Shock detector parameter study. Exact solution (black line) and numerical solution (blue
squares) using 1D CPR P2 reconstruction and 500 elements. Four levels of  are shown at a time of
t = 4.
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2.2.2 Element Transformation
The computational domain is composed of quadrilateral elements in two-dimensions. Each element
is transformed from its standard coordinate system (x, y) to a standard quadrilateral element (ξ, η) ∈
[−1, 1]× [−1, 1]. Figure 2.3 illustrates this transformation, where an element of any shape and curvature
is transformed. The transformation for each element takes the form
xy
 =
N∑
i=1
Mi(ξ, η)
xiyi
 (2.2.3)
where N is the number of points which define the element, (xi, yi) are the Cartesian coordinates of those
points, and Mi(ξ, η) are the shape functions which are determined via the node locations [113]. The
Jacobian matrix J is then given by
J =
∂(x, y)
∂(ξ, η)
=
xξ xηyξ yη
 (2.2.4)
and when the transformation is non-singular, the inverse transformation must exist
J−1 =
∂(ξ, η)
∂(x, y)
=
ξx ξyηx ηy
 (2.2.5)
Additionally, the metrics can also be computed as
ξx =
yη
|J| ξy =
−xη
|J| ηx =
−yξ
|J| ηy =
xξ
|J| (2.2.6)
Equation (2.0.1) is then transformed from the physical to the computational domain as
∂q˜
∂t
+
∂f˜ (q)
∂x
+
∂g˜(q)
∂y
= 0 (2.2.7)
where the transformed solution and flux vectors become the following:
q˜ = |J|q (2.2.8)f˜g˜
 = |J|
fξx + gξyfηx + gηy
 (2.2.9)
which allows the polynomials to be constructed within standard quadrilateral elements throughout the
domain.
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Figure 2.3: Transformation from a physical element to the standard element.
2.2.3 Element Coupling
In general, the neighboring states along element interfaces are not necessarily equivalent. Along an
edge, a left and right solution state exist, where
qL =

ρL
ρLuL
ρLvL
eL

,

ρR
ρRuR
ρRvR
eR

= qR (2.2.10)
This leads to solving a Riemann problem to compute the continuous solution over the interfaces. Two
Riemann solvers are presented in this thesis: The Rusanov and HLLC solvers.
2.2.3.1 Rusanov flux
The Rusanov flux [114] requires the computation of averaged pressure, density, and speed of sound:
p¯ =
pL + pR
2
(2.2.11)
ρ¯ =
ρL + ρR
2
(2.2.12)
a¯ =
√
γ p¯
ρ¯
(2.2.13)
where the speed of sound computation is for an ideal gas equation of state. At the interface, the average
speed of the flow in the normal direction is computed as
v¯n =
|VL · n + VR · n|
2
(2.2.14)
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Figure 2.4: HLLC approximate Riemann solver. The star region solutions consists of two states sepa-
rated by the middle wave speed S ∗.
where VL is the velocity vector of the left state and n is the normal vector at the interface. The Rusanov
flux is then computed using a combination of the left and right states with the averaged flow speeds as
~F nrus =
1
2
[
~F (qR) · n + ~F (qL) · n
]
− 1
2
(v¯n + a¯)(qR − qL) (2.2.15)
The Rusanov flux is applied in cases without material interfaces, and is the interface solver implemented
when comparing the different numerical methods in Chapter 4.
2.2.3.2 HLLC flux
The HLLC scheme is a modification of the Harten, Lax, and van Leer (HLL) scheme [115], devel-
oped by Toro, Spruce, and Speares [116, 117]. One shortcoming of the Rusanov and HLL solvers is that
they do not factor intermediate waves in the formulations. Figure 2.4 shows the approximate Riemann
solver using the HLLC scheme. In the typical Riemann problem, all that matters is the average states
across the wave structure, with no regard for any variations in the star regions [118]. It was found by
Harten, Lax, and Van Leer that this defect can be corrected by restoring the missing waves [115]. This
plays an important factor when dealing with material interfaces.
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In the HLLC solver, the missing middle waves are restored into the structure of the Riemann solver.
The HLLC approximate Riemann solver is given as
Uˆ (x, t) =

UL , if xt ≤ S L
U ∗L , if S L ≤ xt ≤ S ∗
U ∗R , if S ∗ ≤ xt ≤ S R
UR , if xt ≥ S R
(2.2.16)
where the corresponding flux is
Fhllc(x, t) =

FL , if 0 ≤ S L
F ∗L , if S L ≤ 0 ≤ S ∗
F ∗R , if S ∗ ≤ 0 ≤ S R
FR , if 0 ≥ S R
(2.2.17)
The formulation presented follows the notation that the left and right states, UL and UR, are vectors of
the states and are identical to qL and qR. The intermediate flux values, denoted by the stars, need to
be computed. The left and right wave speeds (S L, S R) are assumed to be known, and can be computed
using any type of wave-speed estimates. In this thesis, the Davis approximation [119] is used, where
the speeds are computed as
S L = uL − aL (2.2.18)
S R = uR + aR (2.2.19)
where u is the fluid velocity and a is the speed of sound. The star region wave speed, S ∗, can be
computed in terms of the left and right solution states and the wave speed estimates as
S ∗ =
ρLuL(S L − uL) − ρRuR(S r − uR) + pR − pL
ρL(S L − uL) − ρR(S R − uR) (2.2.20)
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With all three wave speeds computed, the appropriate location can be found using Equation (2.2.17).
The fluxes FL and FR can be computed from Equation (2.0.4). The fluxes in the star regions are com-
puted as the following:
F ∗L = FL + S L(U
∗
L −UL) (2.2.21)
F ∗R = FR + S R(U
∗
R −UR) (2.2.22)
Now, the only remaining required computations areU ∗. The star region states are determined using the
left or right states, depending on the region. The formulation is written as
U ∗K =
S KUK − FK + p∗KD∗
S K − S ∗ (2.2.23)
In Equation (2.2.23), K is the index for either left (L) or right (R) states, p∗K are the star region pressures,
andD∗ is a constant matrix. The pressures are computed as follows:
p∗L = pL + ρL(S L − uL)(S ∗ − uL) (2.2.24)
p∗R = pR + ρR(S R − uR)(S ∗ − uR) (2.2.25)
while the constant matrix is defined as
D∗ =

0
1
1
S ∗

(2.2.26)
for the two-dimensional Euler system. There are several formulations for the HLLC solver, such as
enforcing the condition p∗L = p
∗
R. In the form presented here, this condition is relaxed and is more
consistent with pressure approximations [118].
2.2.4 Time-Stepping
Explicit time integration is completed using a three-stage Runge-Kutta [120] scheme to march the
solution forward in time from t to t + 1 as
q(1) = qt + ∆tr(qt) (2.2.27)
q(2) =
3
4
qt +
1
4
q(1) +
1
4
∆tr(q(1)) (2.2.28)
q(t+1) =
1
3
qt +
2
3
q(2) +
2
3
∆tr(q(2)) (2.2.29)
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where ∆t is the chosen time step for integration and r(qn) is the right hand side of the system evaluated
at step level n.
2.2.5 CFL Computation
To conduct a fair comparison between all the methods, each method should be allowed to take its
maximum allowable time-step. The time-step for each method is computed using the CFL condition as
∆t ≤ CFL∆x|u| + c (2.2.30)
where CFL is the Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy condition, ∆x is the element size, |u| is the velocity magni-
tude, and c is the wave speed computed using
c =
√
γp
ρ
(2.2.31)
for the ideal gas equation of state. For high-order methods, the time-step is computed at each point
and the maximum allowable time-step is found by comparing all time-steps at all points. For the FV
method, the time-steps are computed along element edges, and again the maximum time-step is found
by comparing all time-steps along the edges.
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CHAPTER 3. GPU IMPLEMENTATION
Graphics processing units (GPUs) are mostly used for graphics acceleration, computing images
shown on a computer screen. This image rendering task is largely parallel, which the GPU architecture
takes advantage of. Recently, scientific computing utilizing GPUs is becoming more appealing, espe-
cially under NVIDIA’s Compute Unified Device Architecture (CUDA). The GPU hardware and CUDA
capabilities are continuously updated to improve performance. This chapter focuses on the overall GPU
CUDA model and implementation Fof the numerical methods in the GPU’s architecture.
3.1 CUDA Overview
GPUs are built around streaming multiprocessors (SMs) to complete tasks, which execute hundreds
of independent threads. The multiprocessors launch blocks, containing threads, running in parallel.
Before discussing the threads and blocks, a small introduction into SMs is presented. A GPUs SM count
determines the number of tasks which can be completed in parallel. Multiple tasks can be executed
concurrently on one multiprocessor, and once the tasks are complete, new tasks are launched on the
multiprocessor. It follows that a GPU with a high SM count can complete many tasks in parallel, and
will complete the overall program faster than a GPU with a low SM count.
A GPU is composed of grids, blocks, and threads. Each GPU function (called a kernel) forms a grid
which has a specified amount of blocks. Within each block, a set number of threads are initialized to run.
A multiprocessor executes hundreds of threads at once, which it completes using a Single-Instruction,
Multiple-Thread (SIMT) architecture. In SIMT architecture, the SM executes threads in groupings of
32, called warps. When a SM needs to run threads across multiple blocks, the threads are partitioned
into warps and scheduled for execution. Each warp executes one common instruction at a time, so if all
32 threads have an identical execution path, high computational efficiency is obtained. However, if the
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Figure 3.1: CUDA 2D grid and block illustration.
warp threads diverge due to a conditional branch, the branches are executed serially. The threads con-
verge once the different paths are completed, thus it is ideal to construct problems around warps. Since
a SM contains multiple blocks and multiple threads, an addressing scheme is needed to access the indi-
vidual threads and blocks. Each SM can have blocks in two dimensions (gridDim.x, gridDim.y), while
each block can have threads in three dimensions (blockDim.x, blockDim.y, blockDim.z). Each indi-
vidual block index can be accessed (blockIdx.x, blockIdx.y) as can each individual thread (threadIdx.x,
threadIdx.y, threadIdx.z). This enables programmers to have specific threads and blocks access specific
data locations in memory. Figure 3.1 shows a two-dimensional grid which contains two-dimensional
blocks. In this illustration, (gridDim.x, gridDim.y) = (3, 2) and (blockDim.x, blockDim.y, blockDim.z)
= (2, 2, 0). Each block is referenced using a block index, where in the example, blockIdx.x = 0, 1 or 2,
and blockIdx.y = 0 or 1. The threads are also indexed and following the example, threadIdx.x = 0 or 1
and threadIdx.y = 0 or 1. This yields a kernel with 24 threads.
The GPU has multiple memory types to utilize for specific needs. All threads and all blocks can see
the GPUs global memory and can write or read from the memory. However, write access to this memory
can be high (hundreds of clock cycles), hence writes should be completed only when necessary. For
memory access, if the read is coalesced (neighboring threads access neighboring memory locations)
then fast memory access is achieved. The global memory can be bound into texture memory, which
is read-only and cached. Texture memory is optimized for spatial locality and benefits from warps
accessing nearby texture locations. Each thread has its own private memory, located in registers and
local space. Small arrays and variables will be put into registers, where calculations are completed very
fast (10 to 20 clock cycles) [3]. The size of registers is not infinite, and if too much register space is
demanded, data spills into local memory. The local memory access is equivalent to global memory, so
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care should be taken when utilizing registers. The final memory to consider is shared memory, which
has a higher bandwidth than local or global memory. Shared memory is useful if accessing data more
than once with the same thread or from different threads within a block. However, shared memory in
one block cannot be seen by the threads in another block, and its lifetime is the lifetime of the block.
There are a few rules to follow when writing CUDA code to help optimize computing speed.
• The usage of shared memory should be minimized and reused when possible.
• The storage locations of memory should compliment the SIMT architecture.
• Threads should be synchronized rarely and in optimal locations.
• Each thread should write to global memory only once.
Some are quite obvious, such as the recycling of shared memory and location of barriers (called syn-
chronization with CUDA). For storage order of memory, consider the following case: Let’s use the
Euler system and assume a memory storage where at a single point, memory position 0 is conservation
of mass, memory position 1 and 2 are conservation of momentum in x and y, and memory position 3 is
conservation of energy. Now, let thread 0 read memory position 0, thread 1 read memory position 1, and
so on. Hence, the threads in the warp are evaluating different expressions, which means different code,
inefficient for SIMT architecture. A better solution is to let thread 0 access memory position 0 of the
point, and thread 1 access the memory position 0 of another point, which allows the same expression to
be computed by the threads. The final item, one global write, is also self explanatory, since each access
to global memory is expensive. It is noted, however, that in some cases this cannot be followed, and
allowing multiple writes to global is cheaper than splitting the algorithm into multiple kernels.
Some conventions are now listed to simplify the algorithms presented, and assist the reader. Threads
and blocks are allowed to be multi-dimensional, and have the indexes tx, ty, tz, bx, and by (threads can
have three indexes while blocks can have up to two). Memory locations are presented in the following
manner: If the variable has no superscript, it resides in the local memory to the thread (typically the
registers). The other three locations are denoted by superscripts g, t, and s to represent global, texture,
and shared memory space respectfully. In addition, any memory reads or writes with indexes will be
denoted in the following manner: If stored memory needs to be read (say c is the pointer or array which
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holds the information), and the indexes depend on i, j, and k, then let v = c[(i, j, k)]. Meaning, v now
reads information in c at an index location which depends on i, j, and k (not a three dimensional array
or pointer).
3.2 CUDA Implementation
Now that the basic idea of CUDA is introduced, the GPU implementation of each method is pre-
sented. An overview of each method’s steps are outlined in Figure 3.2 (omitting some common algo-
rithms). For each method, the local and non-local operations are shown. A local operation means
all information to complete the operation is contained within the element, while non-local means com-
munication must occur between elements. Note that the number of operations listed does nor correlate
with the number of functions required. Some operations, local and non-local, can be combined into one
function to reduce memory loading and multiple sweeps through the domain. Not shown are algorithms
to copy the solution array into global memory and the time marching scheme. Both algorithms will be
presented first.
3.2.1 General Kernels
Several generic CUDA kernels are presented which are common between all the methods, with
minor adjustments depending on the method. First, the solution needs to be copied into a storage
location for use with the time-stepping algorithm. The GPU Copy kernel completes this task. The
block grid is defined as ~t =
[
nsp, nv, 64nsp
]
, while the grid is b =
[(
ne
tz
∗ 1S Mc + 1
)
∗ S Mc
]
. The terms are
as follows: nsp is the number of solution points per element (nsp = 1 for FV), nv is the number of
state variables, ne is the number of elements, and S Mc is the number of shared multiprocessors. On the
cards considered in this work, S Mc = 13. The value of 64 was selected from testing variable numbers
from 32 to 512, multiples of 32. As an example calculation, consider a mesh with 2,000 elements and
9 points per element with 4 states. The block grid becomes ~t = [9, 4, 7], since 649 = 7 rounded down
(integer divisions). The corresponding grid is b =
[(
285 ∗ 113 + 1
)
∗ 13
]
= [286]. A grid of 286 blocks
are scheduled, where each block runs 252 threads, scheduled in groupings of warps. The GPU Copy
kernel copies solution data from one global memory array to another. Since neighboring threads are
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Figure 3.2: Overview of methods. Blue rectangles indicate non-local operations, while curved edges
indicate local operations. Surrounding black boxes show kernel groupings by algorithms.
Algorithm 1 GPU Copy
. Solution point in a element
tx = threadIdx.x
. State vector
ty = threadIdx.y
. Current element in the block
tmp = threadIdx.z
. Current global element
k = blockIdx.x ∗ blockDim.z + tmp
if k < ne then
. Copy the solution
qgo[(tx, ty, k)] = qg[(tx, ty, k)]
end if
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accessing neighboring cells in memory, the access is coalesced and fast. No other optimizations or
changes are required.
The time-stepping kernel, GPU RK, updates the solution in time and is completed in a very similar
manner to the GPU Copy kernel. Once again, all access is in global memory, with several inputs to
Algorithm 2 GPU RK(a,b,∆t)
. Solution point in a element
tx = threadIdx.x
. State vector
ty = threadIdx.y
. Current element in the block
tmp = threadIdx.z
. Current global element
k = blockIdx.x ∗ blockDim.z + tmp
if k < ne then
. Update in time
qg[(tx, ty, k)] = a ∗ qgo[(tx, ty, k)] + (1 − a) ∗ qg[(tx, ty, k)] + b ∗ ∆t ∗ rg[(tx, ty, k)]
end if
complete the necessary computations, including the time step, ∆t, and coefficients a and b which depend
on what update stage is being completed. The access of memory is coalesced in a similar manner to the
GPU Copy kernel.
3.2.2 FV CUDA
The FV method can be separated into two kernels to update the residual. As shown in Figure 3.2,
one kernel reconstructs the solution and provides element coupling (both non-local operations) whose
output feeds into the flux differentiation kernel.
The FV Reconstruct algorithm is outlined in Algorithm 3, which reconstructs the left and right so-
lutions at faces and computes the Riemann flux at the face. The implementation uses strictly texture
memory and registers, with nv writes to global memory per thread to finish the algorithm. The threads
are defined as faces, tx, in the domain. In all algorithms, multiple elements (or faces) are calculated
in one block, increasing the parallelism of the algorithm. The variables nv and ne denote the number
of state variables and number of elements respectfully. Depending on the degree of the reconstruction
polynomial, an appropriate amount of information from neighbors is loaded (the index e1 denotes ele-
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Algorithm 3 FV Reconstruct
. Faces in element
tx = threadIdx.x
. Current global face
k = blockIdx.x ∗ blockDim.x + threadIdx.y
if k < ne then
. Gather information from neighbors
qe1[(0...nv)] = q
t[ide1(tx, k)]
qe2[(0...nv)] = q
t[ide2(tx, k)]
...
. Reconstruct left and right solutions
qL[(0...nv)] = f (qe1 , qe2 ...)
qR[(0...nv)] = f (qe1 , qe2 ...)
. Compute the interface flux
InterfaceFlux(qL, qR, fn)
. Store interface flux into global memory
f g[k + (0...nv) ∗ n f ] = fn[(0...nv)]
end if
ment 1). Once the data is loaded, the appropriate reconstruction formula (see Section 2.1.1) is applied
and the flux at the interface is computed and stored.
To compute the flux derivative, multiple elements are computed per block, and each thread reads
the appropriate flux information from texture memory to compute the flux derivative in the element
(computed from FV Reconstruct). The algorithm FV Flux shows the residual update. The threads run
over the solution states and the local element within the block. Each thread reads the inverse length of
the element into registers from texture memory. Then, each thread reads the flux data on each face in the
element. Again, the read is from texture memory into registers. Once all memory reads are completed,
the residual is computed from registers and stored into global memory.
3.2.3 DG CUDA
As shown in Figure 3.2, the decomposition of the DG residual update requires three kernels. The
three algorithms interpolate the information from solution points to flux points on element edges, couple
the elements via a Riemann flux, and compute the volume and surface integrals using information stored
at both solution and flux points.
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Algorithm 4 FV Flux
. Current solution state
tx = threadIdx.x
. Current global element
k = blockIdx.x ∗ blockDim.x + threadIdx.y
if k < ne then
. Read cell edge inverse length info
dx[(0...1)] = dxt[(0...1), k]
dy[(0...1)] = dyt[(0...1), k]
. Read in flux data from texture
fx[(0...1, tx)] = f tx[(0...1, tx, k)]
fy[(0...1, tx)] = f ty[(0...1, tx, k)]
. Update residual
rg[(tx, k)] = (dx[0] ∗ fx[0]) + (dx[1] ∗ fx[1]) + (dy[0] ∗ fy[0]) + (dy[1] ∗ fy[1])
end if
The DG Interpolation kernel, shown in Algorithm 5, runs threads along each point in all the faces
in the domain. The nsp1d variable is the number of solution points in a one-dimensional line. At each
face, the solution point information is read from texture memory, which serves as an index to read the
required state at the solution points. The solution states and interpolation coefficients, cint, are read
from textured memory to perform the indicated operation, which is stored in global memory for future
access. One might consider utilizing the GPUs shared memory for such an operation. Reading in the
interpolation coefficients into shared memory would yield an inefficient algorithm, as the data access
to the memory per thread is only once, and the information is not shared between other threads. For
the solution states, a single memory location is accessed four times (interpolation over four faces). The
required shared memory read and thread synchronization prior to the interpolation loop does not yield
improved speed with such minimal memory reads.
To couple the elements, the DG Couple kernel (Algorithm 6) only requires the left and right infor-
mation at interfaces, obtained from the DG Interpolation kernel. The threads run over flux points on
element faces, and each thread reads the required face normal, area, and cell indexes. A conditional
branch is required to enforce boundary conditions where required. This yields thread divergence, and
serial execution is completed until the branch is closed and the threads converge. Once the threads
converge, the interface flux is built into registers and written into global memory space.
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Algorithm 5 DG Interpolation
. Point on element face
tx = threadIdx.x
. Current face in block
ty = threadIdx.y
. The global face
f = blockIdx.x ∗ blockDim.y + ty
if f < n f then
. Gather index information on face
m = idtf (tx, f )
for l = 0 to nsp1d do
. Read solution point information and operate
id = idtsp[(m, l)]
ql[(0...nv)] = ql[(0...nv)] + cintt[l] ∗ qt[id]
end for
qgl [(tx, f , 0...nv)] = ql[(0...nv)]
end if
The final algorithm for DG, DG Flux illustrated in Algorithm 7, updates the flux derivatives. The
threads run on solution points within elements, and multiple elements are packed within a thread block.
A sufficient amount of shared memory is allocated for flux storage, and threads are halted while the
memory is loaded. Shared memory allocation is required on a per block basis. Consider a thread
grid ~t =
[
nsp,
Bbase
nsp
]
, where Bbase is the block base, typically multiples of 32. Table 3.1 illustrates the
allocation size of shared memory based on the block base and the reconstruction order. In addition,
the amount of blocks computed in one SM, BS M, is shown. The shared memory size needs to be
hard-coded into the algorithm, so minimizing the allocation cost when switching orders of accuracy is
ideal. Comparing the shared memory allocation costs, there is only a difference of 4 with a 64 block
base between the reconstruction orders. The difference increases with increasing block base. With a
block base of 32 (not shown) a difference of 20 is observed. From the table, the ideal block base is 64,
which minimizes the amount of wasted memory space. In the DG Flux algorithm, the solution is
read from global memory and used to compute the flux terms, which is stored in shared memory. When
loading information into shared memory, the threads in the block need to wait for all threads to complete
the memory load, hence the syncthreads command is issued. Shared memory in this case offers high
computational efficiency, since the volume integration for one solution point requires information at all
other solution points in one element. The volume integration calculation is a function (V) of the stiffness
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Algorithm 6 DG Couple
. Point on element face
tx = threadIdx.x
. Current face in block
ty = threadIdx.y
. The global face
f = blockIdx.x ∗ blockDim.y + ty
if f < n f then
. Read data (normals, cell indexes)
...
. Conditional branch for boundary conditions
...
. Read in left and right solution
qL[(0...nv)] = qt[(ide1(tx, f ), 0...nv)]
qR[(0...nv)] = qt[(ide2(tx, f ), 0...nv)]
. Compute the interface flux
InterfaceFlux(qL, qR, fn)
. Store interface flux into global memory
f gn [(tx, f , 0...nv)] = fn[(0...nv)]
end if
matrix coefficients and the fluxes, which is summed at each point. The surface integral is computed in
a similar manner, but texture memory is used instead of shared memory. The flux values along the face
edges are read using textures (data spatial locality) and operate with the integration term to compute the
surface integral in registers. The flux derivative is assembled and stored in the GPUs global memory.
3.2.4 SD CUDA
Like DG, SD also decomposes nicely into three separate kernels as shown in Figure 3.2: Interpola-
tions, coupling, and flux computation. Two major differences in implementation are the following: SD
has no volume integration and each element has interior flux points (not just on the edges). This aspect
makes the interpolation more expensive in terms of operations and storage, but the final flux evaluation
cheaper. One important computational aspect implemented with the SD method on CUDA is thread
switching, where the threads in one kernel switch from operating on flux points to solution points. The
switch is primarily useful for loading information into shared memory.
The interpolation must be completed in each coordinate direction separately, and both the solu-
tion states and flux terms must be stored in global memory for future use. Algorithm 8 shows the
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Algorithm 7 DG Flux
. Solution points, current element in block, global block
tx = threadIdx.x
ty = threadIdx.y
k = blockIdx.x ∗ blockDim.y + ty
. Allocate shared memory space
shared f s[size]
shared gs[size]
if k < ne then
. Read state at solution points
q[(0...nv)] = qg[(tx, k, 0...nv)]
. Compute flux into shared memory
f s[tx, ty, (0...nv)] = F(q[(0...nv)])
gs[tx, ty, (0...nv)] = G(q[(0...nv)])
. Threads need to wait for shared memory to fill
syncthreads()
. Compute volume integral using shared memory
for l = 0 to nsp do
. Stiffness matrix coefficients
(S x, S y) = (S tx, S
t
y)[(tx, l)]
Vol[(0...nv)] = Vol[(0...nv)] + V([S x, S y, f s, f y])
end for
. Surface integral next
for l = 0 to n f p do
. Read integration term
I = It[(tx, l)]
. Read in flux at interface points and compute surface integral
fn[(0...nv)] = f tn[(l, k, 0...nv)]
S ur[(0...nv)] = S ur[(0...nv)] − fn[(0...nv)] ∗ I
end for
. Assemble flux derivative and store
rg[(tx, k, 0...nv)] = M−1[tx] ∗ (Vol[(0...nv)] + S ur[(0...nv)])
end if
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Algorithm 8 SD Interpolation
. Flux points in one direction (nsp1d ∗ n f p1d)
tx = threadIdx.x
. Current element in block
ty = threadIdx.y
. The global element
k = blockIdx.x ∗ blockDim.y + ty
. Solution and flux point indexes
isp = mod(tx, nsp1d)
i f p = tx/nsp1d
. Shared memory allocation
shared qs[size]
if k < ne then
. Read states into shared memory
if i f p < nsp1d then
qs[(isp, i f p, ty, 0...nv)] = qt[isp, i f p, k, 0...nv)]
end if
syncthreads()
. Build polynomial at flux points (x-direction)
for l = 0 to nsp1d do
qx[(0...nv)] = qx[(0...nv)] + cintt[(l, i f p)] ∗ qs[(l, isp, ty, 0...nv)]
end for
. Compute flux terms
fx[(0...nv)] = F(qx[(0...nv)])
. Store states and flux at flux points
qgx,y[(isp, i f p, k, 0...nv)] = qx[(0...nv)]
f gx,y[(isp, i f p, k, 0...nv)] = fx[(0...nv)]
. Build polynomial at flux points (y-direction)
for l = 0 to nsp1d do
qy[(0...nv)] = qy[(0...nv)] + cintt[(l, i f p)] ∗ qs[(l, isp, ty, 0...nv)]
end for
. Compute flux terms
fy[(0...nv)] = F(qy[(0...nv)])
. Store states and flux at flux points
qgx,y[(isp, i f p, k, 0...nv)] = qy[(0...nv)]
f gx,y[(isp, i f p, k, 0...nv)] = fy[(0...nv)]
end if
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Table 3.1: Shared memory requirements: DG Flux
Pk nsp Bbase BS M Size Bytes
P1 4 64 16 256 2,048
- - 128 32 512 4,096
- - 256 64 1024 8,192
P2 9 64 7 252 2,016
- - 128 14 504 4,032
- - 256 28 1008 8,064
SD Interpolation kernel which has a thread grid of ~t =
[
nsp1d ∗ n f p1d, Bbasensp1d∗n f p1d
]
, where nsp1d ∗ n f p1d
is the total number of flux points in one direction. For P1 and P2 reconstructions, this term equals 6
and 12 respectfully. The interpolation kernel uses modular arithmetic and integer divisions to obtain the
indexes of solution points and flux points in the direction (isp, i f p). These indexes are used to control
which points to operate with. The flux point index is first restricted to allows the threads to operate on
solution points and read in the solution states to shared memory. Note that for SD, nsp < n f p, regardless
of order of accuracy. The shared memory will be used for both interpolation in the x and y-directions.
The data interpolation uses coefficients from textured memory, cint, and shared memory. Note that the
cint presented in this algorithm is not equivalent to the cint in Algorithm 5 (DG Interpolation). Once the
interpolation is completed, the solution states are available on the flux points at element edges, which
allows the elements to be coupled. The coupling kernel is nearly identical to the DG Couple algorithm
and is omitted. The only difference appears when writing the flux information into global memory. The
SD Interpolation kernel already writes information into the global flux memory, even though this is
not the coupled flux. This memory is over-written in the coupling algorithm, which may bring a sense
of inefficiency. However, in this special case, overwriting the memory is more efficient. To prohibit
the memory over-write, the interpolation kernel would require threads to diverge when writing the flux
terms, since the solution states are also required on the element edges. A thread divergent free kernel is
significantly better, as divergence yields serial computations. A second option is to split the kernel in
two, one kernel to operate with the flux, and another to operate with the solution states.
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However, this requires the same memory to be loaded multiple times and a second sweep through the
domain. For these reasons, extra memory writes in one kernel yield an efficient algorithm.
Algorithm 9 SD Flux
. Flux points in one direction (nsp1d ∗ n f p1d)
tx = threadIdx.x
. Current element in the block and global element
ty = threadIdx.y
k = blockIdx.x ∗ blockDim.y + ty
. Solution point and flux point indexes
isp = mod(tx, nsp1d)
i f p = tx/nsp1d
. Shared memory allocation
shared f sx [size]
shared f sy [size]
if k < ne then
. Read fluxes into shared memory
idx = idtx(isp, i f p)
idy = idty(isp, i f p)
f sx [(idx, ty, 0...nv)] = f
t
x,y[(idx, k, 0...nv)]
f sy [(idy, ty, 0...nv)] = f
t
x,y[(idy, k, 0...nv)]
syncthreads()
. Now only run on solution points
if i f p < nsp1d then
. Flux differentiation on solution points
for l = 0 to n f p1d do
. Derivative coefficients
cx = cx[(isp, l)]
cy = cy[(i f p, l)]
. Flux derivative per direction
dFx[(0...nv)] = dFx[(0...nv)] + cx ∗ f sx [(idx, l, ty, 0...nv)]
dFy[(0...nv)] = dFy[(0...nv)] + cy ∗ f sy [(idy, l, ty, 0...nv)]
end for
rg[(tx, k, 0...nv)] = dFx[(0...nv)] + dFy[(0...nv)]
end if
end if
The kernel SD Flux (Algorithm 9) gathers all the flux terms and computes the derivative at the
solution points. The threads are allowed to run across solution and flux points in one direction. This
allows the flux to be loaded into shared memory in the two coordinate directions (x, y). The shared
memory required is shown in Table 3.2 for P1 and P2 reconstructions. Due to the nature of the method,
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Table 3.2: Shared memory requirements: SD Flux
Pk nsp1d ∗ n f p1d Bbase BS M Size Bytes
P1 6 64 16 384 3,072
- - 128 32 768 6,144
- - 256 64 1536 12,288
P2 12 64 7 336 2,688
- - 128 14 672 5,376
- - 256 28 1344 10,752
the allocation size and difference varies significantly from the DG requirements in Table 3.1. The
extra interior flux points increase the amount of stored shared memory. Due to the large variations in
allocation amount, a block base of 64 was chosen for the method. After the threads have loaded the
shared memory in each coordinate direction, the threads are synchronized and the threads switch to
operate on solution points. Implementations of the method were performed without shared memory,
and threads only operated across solution points reading the flux values from textured memory. The
presented algorithm was found to be around 1% faster. The derivative of the flux is completed across
the flux points and stored at the solution points (these coefficients are all in cx and cy). The final results
are written to global memory for time-stepping.
3.2.5 CPR / NDG CUDA
Both CPR and NDG methods have the unique property that solution and flux point coincide with
one another, which enables the entire algorithm to be written in one GPU kernel, as outlined in Figure
3.2. The major differences between the two methods are illustrated within the CPR Flux / NDG Flux
Part 1 and CPR Flux / NDG Flux Part 2 kernels (Algorithms 10 and 11). If a comment line states Only
CPR, then the lines which follow are only implemented with the CPR method (the same case for NDG).
For CPR, the solution states are loaded into memory, the for loop computes the solution derivatives,
and the projections are computed and stored. NDG requires the flux values to be stored and the flux
derivatives computed within the for loop.
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Algorithm 10 CPR Flux / NDG Flux Part 1
. Max of flux points or solution points
tx = threadIdx.x
. Current element in the block and global element
ty = threadIdx.y
k = blockIdx.x ∗ blockDim.y + ty
. Solution points in x and y directions
ix = mod(tx, nsp1d)
iy = ty/nsp1d
. Only CPR - Shared memory
shared qs[size]
. Only NDG - Shared memory
shared f s[size]
if k < ne then
. Operate on solution points first
if tx < nsp then
. Only CPR - Load solution into shared memory from texture
qs[(tx, ty, 0...nv)] = qt[(tx, k, 0...nv)]
. Only NDG - Load solution from texture and store flux values
f s[(tx, ty, 0...nv)] = f (qt[(tx, k, 0...nv)])
syncthreads()
for l = 0 to nsp1d do
. Only CPR
cx = ctx[(l, ix)]
cy = cty[(l, iy)]
dqx[(0...nv)] = dqx[(0...nv)] + cx ∗ qs([ix, l, ty, 0...nv)]
dqy[(0...nv)] = dqy[(0...nv)] + cy ∗ qs([iy, l, ty, 0...nv)]
. Only NDG
dx = dtx[(l, ix)]
dy = dty[(l, iy)]
d fx[(0...nv)] = d fx[(0...nv)] + dx ∗ f s([ix, l, ty, 0...nv)]
d fy[(0...nv)] = d fy[(0...nv)] + dy ∗ f s([iy, l, ty, 0...nv)]
end for
. Only CPR - Compute projections
Pro j[(0...nv)] = P(dqx, dqy)
end if
syncthreads()
...
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Table 3.3: Shared memory requirements: CPR Flux / NDG Flux
Pk n f p Bbase BS M Size Bytes
P1 8 64 8 256 2,048
- - 128 16 512 4,096
- - 256 32 1024 8,192
P2 12 64 5 240 1,920
- - 128 10 480 3,840
- - 256 21 1008 8,064
From part 1 of the algorithm, the blocks and threads are defined, and shared memory is allocated.
The threads run on either the number of solution points or flux points, whichever is greater. For P1
reconstruction, nsp = 4 while n f p = 8 (two points per face), but for P4 reconstruction, nsp = 25 and
n f p = 20. In this thesis, only P1, P2, and P3 reconstructions are considered, so threads will always run
across flux points. The shared memory requirements for the CPR / NDG algorithm are outlined in Table
3.3. The byte count is similar to the DG Flux requirements in Table 3.1, but slightly improved for P2
reconstruction. Overall, the shared memory requirement is cheaper, since both DG and SD require two
separate arrays of shared memory. CPR and NDG require only one shared memory array, a benefit of
combining the solution and flux points. The 64 block base is used in this thesis for CPR/NDG.
The algorithm sets threads to operate over flux points or solution points, whichever is larger (the al-
gorithm can then switch to operating on the other set within the kernel). First, operations are completed
over solution points, reading in the solution states and storing the states (flux values for NDG) into
shared memory. The shared memory is used in computing derivatives of the states in CPR, or the flux
for NDG. The chain rule is used for the flux derivative in CPR and the projection term formulates the
flux derivatives. Once the necessary derivatives are completed, the threads are halted using syncthreads
to change the threads from operating on solution points to the flux points.
The second part of the algorithm switches the threads to operate on the total number of flux points,
n f p. The coupling of the elements is straightforward, as information is already on element interfaces.
The same algorithm from DG Couple (Algorithm 6) is used to compute the common Riemann flux.
The flux is not written into global memory, but is rather stored into the register location f n and used to
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Algorithm 11 CPR Flux / NDG Flux Part 2
...
if tx < n f p then
. Couple elements (see DG Couple)
...
. Store normal flux difference into shared memory ( f s for NDG)
qs[(tx, ty, 0...nv)] = fx[(0...nv)] ∗ nx + fy[(0...nv)] ∗ ny − f n[(0...nv)]
end if
synctheads()
if tx < nsp then
. Get number of updates per solution point
nupd = ntupd[tx]
. Correct the normal flux (Lift the flux for NDG)
for l = 0 to nupd do
. Locations for correction (lifting)
id = idt[(tx, l, k])
. Only CPR
Corr[(0...nv)] = Corr[(0...nv)] − αt[id] ∗ qs[(tx, ty, 0...nv)]
. Only NDG
Li f t[(0...nv)] = Li f t[(0...nv)] − Lt[id] ∗ f s[(tx, ty, 0...nv)]
end for
. Only CPR
rg[(tx, k, 0...nv)] = Pro j[(0...nv)] + Corr[(0...nv)]
. Only NDG
rg[(tx, k, 0...nv)] = d fx[(0...nv)] + d fy[(0...nv)] + Li f t[(0...nv)]
end if
end if
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compute the normal flux difference on the flux points. This difference is stored into the same shared
memory location used in CPR Flux / NDG Flux Part 1, overwriting the existing memory. Once again,
the threads are halted to ensure writing to the shared memory location is completed. The threads are
switched again to operate on solution points. The normal flux difference is corrected (α coefficients), or
lifted (L coefficients), at the interface and used to update the system. The main benefit of the CPR/NDG
method is the ability to complete the spatial update stage in one kernel, with only one sweep through the
domain. The other high-order methods require three separate kernels, corresponding to three different
domain sweeps.
3.2.6 Shock Capturing
The shock capturing algorithm for FV differs significantly from the other high-order methods. The
FV Reconstruct algorithm can be modified to limit the slopes of the reconstructed solutions at the
interfaces. The high-order schemes require new kernels to be written to appropriately handle the shock
capturing algorithm. The FV shock capturing is shown in Algorithm 12, FV Reconstruct MUSCL. The
required solutions from neighboring elements are gathered and used with the minmod limiter to limit
the solutions. The minmod limiter is defined as
Algorithm 12 FV Reconstruct MUSCL
. Faces in element
tx = threadIdx.x
. Current global face
k = blockIdx.x ∗ blockDim.x + threadIdx.y
if k < ne then
. Gather information from neighbors
qe1[(0...nv)] = q
t[ide1(tx, k)]
qe2[(0...nv)] = q
t[ide2(tx, k)]
...
. Reconstruct left and right solutions with MUSCL
qL[(0...nv)] = qL[(...nv)] −minmod(qe1 , qe2 , ...)
qR[(0...nv)] = qR[(...nv)] + minmod(qe1 , qe2 , ...)
. Compute the interface flux
InterfaceFlux(qL, qR, fn)
. Store interface flux into global memory
f g[k + (0...nv) ∗ n f ] = fn[(0...nv)]
end if
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minmod(a, b) =

a , if |a| < |b| and ab > 0
b , if |b| < |a| and ab > 0
0 , if ab ≤ 0
(3.2.1)
where a and b are two real inputs. A similar function can be written for three inputs as
minmod(a, b, c) =

a , if |a| < |b| and|a| < |c| and abc > 0
b , if |b| < |a| and|b| < |c| and abc > 0
c , if |c| < |a| and|c| < |b| and abc > 0
0 , if abc ≤ 0
(3.2.2)
where c is an additional real input. Depending on the order of the scheme, either a 2nd or 3rd or MUSCL
reconstruction, Equations (3.2.1) and (3.2.2) are used respectfully.
The high-order methods require extra sweeps through the domain, since slope limiting requires
solution averages which are not inherently calculated in a high-order method. The methods require first
that solution averages be constructed in every element in the domain. Then the averages can be used to
detect troubled elements and limit the solutions if needed. The kernel Average, shown in Algorithm
Algorithm 13 Average
. The current solution state
tx = threadIdx.x
. The current element in the block
ty = threadIdx.y
. Current global element
k = blockIdx.x ∗ blockDim.y + ty
if k < ne then
for l = 0 to nsp do
. Build average
qm[tx] = ctm[l] ∗ qt[(tx, l, k)]
end for
qgm[(tx, k)] = qm[tx]
end if
13, computes the average solution states within each element. The thread grid is ~t =
[
nv,
Bbase
nv
]
where
Bbase = 64. Each thread loops through the solution points within an element and computes the solution
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average using average coefficients stored in cm (computed using weights). The average is computed in
registers and copied into the GPUs global memory, qgm.
Once the averages are constructed, the discontinuity detection can begin, completed in kernel Limit
Part 1 (Algorithm 14). The thread grid is ~t =
[
max(nsp, nep),
Bbase
max(nsp,nep)
]
, where nep is the number of
edge points in an element (faces per element multiplied by points per face). A max function is needed to
switch the threads from edge points to solution points. The solution is interpolated to the element edges
if necessary (DG and SD). For NDG and CPR, the points already reside on element edges, and this step
can be skipped. The indexes of neighboring elements is loaded to obtain the solution averages computed
previously in qgm. The minmod limiter is used to construct a second solution at the edge, which is then
compared to the interpolated solution. In the simulations presented, the value of  = 1.0 × 10−3. Each
edge point now holds a 1 or 0, indicating troubled or not. This information must be broadcasted to the
entire element (if one point is troubled, the element is troubled). The Limit Part 2 kernel (Algorithm
15) completes this and applies slope limiting to the troubled elements.
Algorithm 14 Limit Part 1
. Solution points
tx = threadIdx.x
. The current element in the block
ty = threadIdx.y
. Current global element
k = blockIdx.x ∗ blockDim.y + ty
if k < ne then
. Run through points on edges
if j < nep then
. Interpolate to edge if necessary
ql = ...
. Load index locations of neighboring elements
(i1, i2) =...
. Construct the minmod at the edge
qe = qtm[k] + minmod(q
t
m[k] − ql, qtm[i2] − qtm[k], qtm[k] − qtm[i1])
. Check if solution is large
if |ql − qe| >  then
mark = 1
end if
. Store the mark into shared memory at edge
tmps[(tx, ty)] = mark
syncthreads()
...
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Algorithm 15 Limit Part 2
...
mark = 0
. Each edge point runs through the others edge points
for l = 0 to nep do
mark = mark + tmps[(l, ty)]
end for
marks[ty] = mark
end if
syncthreads()
if j < nsp then
if marks[ty] > 0 then
. Apply slope limiting now
...
end if
end if
end if
Every edge point needs to see the markings of the others, which is completed using a summation.
This way, an element with at least one troubled point will give each edge point a value of one. The
marking is sent into shared memory so the information can be communicated when the threads switch
to operate across the solution points. At each solution point, in shared block ty, the marking is read from
the shared space, and slope limiting is applied if this marking is greater than zero.
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CHAPTER 4. GPU COMPARISON RESULTS
In this chapter several results from the GPU implementation are presented and discussed. The
Finite Volume (FV), Discontinuous Galerkin (DG), Nodal Discontinuous Galerkin (NDG), Correction
Procedure via Reconstruction (CPR), and Spectral Difference (SD) methods each simulate a smooth
and discontinuous problem, and the computational work and solution errors are compared for varying
grids and orders of accuracy.
4.1 Simulation Preliminaries
Before presenting the results, a discussion of the CFL condition, code compilation, and timings is
needed. The CFL number for high-order methods is known to be quite restrictive in comparison to FV.
To ensure a fair comparison with FV, the following convention is used: At the end of a simulation, the
error is recorded. A new simulation is completed at a value of 0.5 ∗ CFL of the previous. Again, the
error is recorded. If the percent error between these two errors is less than 0.1%, the CFL is termed the
maximum CFL. Errors were completed by comparing the averaged solution with the averaged exact
solution. For P2 FV, the error is computed by reconstructing the solution along element faces, and then
using a quadrature rule to compute an averaged solution [1]. Finally, since FV has one solution state
per element, while high-order methods have multiple, the total number of degrees of freedom (DOFs)
between the methods is held constant. Only quadrilateral elements are considered in this work, hence
for one element and a P2 reconstruction with a high-order method, 9 DOFs occupy the element. To
match this, the FV method must have 9 elements, since there is only one solution per element.
A single Tesla K20c GPU card is used for all simulations. The code is compiled under compute
architecture 3.5 with the CUDA toolkit version 6.0. Compilation options include the -03 flag for
maximum compiler optimizations. All codes are compiled for double precision computing and include
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the CUDA 64-bit libraries. The computational time was nondimensionalized by taubench [121] using
the following taubench condition: ./Taubench -n 250000 -s 10. On the GPU workstation used
in our simulations, taubench gave a value of 8.274. This produces what is known as a work unit, as
suggested by the 1st International Workshop on High-Order Methods [1] when comparing timings from
numerical methods across different computing platforms. A work unit is a nondimensionalized unit
computed by dividing the computational time it takes to complete a simulation by the taubench result.
4.2 Smooth Problem
A vortex propagation case is the presented smooth problem in this thesis. The flow of the vortex
is characterized by Shu [122]. A mean flow with density (ρ), velocities (u and v), and pressure (p) is
specified (ρ, u, v, p) = (1, 1, 0, 1) with fluctuation in the velocity, temperature (T ), and entropy (S )
(δu, δv) =
σ
2pi
e0.5(1−r
2) (−y, x)
δT = − (γ − 1)σ
2
8γpi2
e1−r
2
δS = 0
Here, r2 = x2 + y2 and the vortex has strength σ = 5. An exact solution exists and can be found using
xe = x − u0t and ye = y − v0t, where t is the final time and u0 and v0 are the initial velocities. The
solution evolves until time t = 1 and the L2 error norm of ρ is computed. The domain is taken as
[−5, 5] × [−5, 5] and periodic conditions are imposed on the boundaries. Discretizations from 20 × 20
to 100 × 100 quadrilateral elements are used in the high-order method simulations. Table 1 shows the
maximum CFL chosen for the runs, which allowed a less than 0.1% error change when the CFL was
decreased by 1/2.
The solution errors versus work units for P1, P2, and P3 reconstructions are shown in Figure 4.1.
The overall trend of increasing accuracy with increasing work unit is observed for all methods. It is
observed that the high-order methods obtain smaller error thresholds than the FV method for a given
work unit (exception for P2 NDG, which has larger errors associated). For P1 reconstructions shown
in Figure 4.1 (a), DG clearly outperforms other methods, but as the order is increased, Figure 4.1 (b)
shows CPR and SD both achieve comparable errors with DG for a given work unit. In the case of CPR,
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Table 4.1: Maximum CFL - Smooth problem
P1—DOFs CPR NDG SD DG FV
1600 0.24 0.24 0.3 0.24 0.4
3600 0.24 0.24 0.3 0.24 0.4
6400 0.24 0.24 0.3 0.24 0.38
10000 0.24 0.24 0.3 0.24 0.38
14400 0.24 0.24 0.3 0.24 0.37
P2—DOFs CPR NDG SD DG FV
3600 0.14 0.14 0.2 0.14 0.4
8100 0.13 0.13 0.2 0.13 0.4
14400 0.13 0.13 0.2 0.13 0.38
22500 0.13 0.13 0.2 0.13 0.37
32400 0.13 0.13 0.2 0.13 0.37
the schemes compact nature is attributed to this, where the operations to compute the flux derivative
are contained in one GPU kernel. For the case of SD, Table 4.1 shows that the SD method can take
larger time-steps than the other high-order methods, as the CFL is not as restrictive, which enables
the method to arrive at solution errors for a comparable work unit. Similar plots are observed in the
comparative study done by Yu et al. [27], where the error is compared with work units for several
high-order methods on CPUs. They also observe that CPR has the lowest error given a work unit for P2
reconstruction, while NDG is significantly higher. In the results presented here, SD is comparable to
CPR because the maximum allowable time-step for a given temporal error is used. This is different than
the approach by Yu et al. [27], where a constant time-step is implemented. A fourth order reconstruction
is also completed, and shown in Figure 4.1 (c). It illustrates that the SD and CPR methods both obtain
the lowest errors for a given work unit for a P3 reconstruction.
Figure 4.2 shows the work unit needed to complete a simulation on a given mesh for P1, P2, and P3
reconstructions. The obvious trend of the work unit increasing for finer meshes is observed for all orders
of accuracy. To complete a full simulation, the FV and CPR methods are the fastest on coarse meshes
(Figure 4.2 (a) and (b)). Small computational domains do not take advantage of the GPU architecture
with the optimizations and different memory types discussed in this paper. As the domain is refined and
the order is increased, the high-order schemes can produce solutions faster than FV. The data illustrates
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that on fine meshes with high-order reconstruction, the CPR, NDG, and SD methods run faster than the
FV method with increasing DOFs. Further increasing the order to P3, Figure 4.2 (c), shows the CPR
and NDG converge to the same work unit for a given simulation. The SD method, however, is able to
complete solutions faster than any other high-order method.
The solution errors are recorded for the high-order methods and are shown in Tables 4.2, 4.3, and
4.4 for P1, P2, and P3 reconstructions respectfully. The order of accuracy found from the error norms
is computed as
m =
log (e2/e1)
log (g2/g1)
(4.2.1)
where m is the slope, ek is the error at point k, and gk is defined as the inverse of the number of degrees
of freedom. As an example, consider a 30 × 30 and 20 × 20 grid with P1 reconstruction. The g values
become
g1 =
1√
20 × 20 × 4 = 0.025 (4.2.2)
g2 =
1√
30 × 30 × 4 = 0.167 (4.2.3)
The slope for CPR is computed as
m =
log (1.46 × 10−3/3.21 × 10−3)
log (0.167/0.025)
= 1.94 (4.2.4)
The expected errors are observed in all three tables and are consistent with literature values [123, 124,
125, 19, 27]. For P1 reconstructions in Table 4.2, all methods achieve the order of accuracy as indicated
by the slope computations. In Table 4.3, a order of roughly 2.5 is observed between the high-order
methods, with the exception of NDG, where aliasing errors are the cause for the drop in order. The
P3 results are shown in Table 4.4, where again the expected order of accuracy is achieved. The FV
errors and order are shown in Table 4.5 for completeness. In order to compute the P2 reconstruction
error for FV, a sufficient quadrature approximation is used, as suggested by Wang et al. [1], where the
reconstructed solution used for error calculations was the same as that used in the residual evaluation.
This is only applicable for high-order FV, and the P1 errors were computed simply using the solution
averages.
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Table 4.2: High-order error values for smooth problem (P1 reconstruction).
Method CPR Error CPR Slope NDG Error NDG Slope
20×20 3.21E-003 - 2.70E-003 -
30×30 1.46E-003 1.94 1.10E-003 2.22
40×40 8.25E-004 1.98 6.04E-004 2.07
50×50 5.29E-004 1.99 3.83E-004 2.04
60×60 3.67E-004 2.00 2.65E-004 2.02
Method SD Error SD Slope DG Error DG Slope
20×20 3.07E-003 - 1.65E-003 -
30×30 1.38E-003 1.96 6.63E-004 2.24
40×40 7.78E-004 2.00 3.59E-004 2.13
50×50 4.96E-004 2.02 2.26E-004 2.08
60×60 3.44E-004 2.02 1.55E-004 2.06
Table 4.3: High-order error values for smooth problem (P2 reconstruction).
Method CPR Error CPR Slope NDG Error NDG Slope
20×20 4.30E-004 - 5.63E-004 -
30×30 1.38E-004 2.81 2.30E-004 2.20
40×40 6.51E-005 2.60 1.26E-004 2.10
50×50 3.69E-005 2.55 7.81E-005 2.14
60×60 2.32E-005 2.55 5.23E-005 2.19
Method SD Error SD Slope DG Error DG Slope
20×20 4.00E-004 - 2.24E-004 -
30×30 1.36E-004 2.66 7.95E-005 2.55
40×40 6.40E-005 2.62 3.90E-005 2.48
50×50 3.57E-005 2.62 2.24E-005 2.48
60×60 2.21E-005 2.62 1.42E-005 2.50
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Table 4.4: High-order error values for smooth problem (P3 reconstruction).
Method CPR Error CPR Slope NDG Error NDG Slope
20×20 3.05E-005 - 9.05E-005 -
30×30 5.03E-006 4.45 1.50E-005 4.43
40×40 1.45E-006 4.32 4.47E-006 4.20
50×50 5.57E-007 4.29 1.77E-006 4.15
60×60 2.61E-007 4.16 8.67E-007 3.91
Method SD Error SD Slope DG Error DG Slope
20×20 3.58E-005 - 1.53E-005 -
30×30 6.25E-006 4.30 2.45E-006 4.51
40×40 1.83E-006 4.27 6.02E-007 4.88
50×50 7.11E-007 4.25 2.19E-007 4.53
60×60 3.31E-007 4.20 9.96E-008 4.32
Table 4.5: Finite volume error values for smooth problem.
Method FV P1 Error FV P1 Slope
40×40 4.53E-003 -
60×60 2.05E-003 1.95
80×80 1.15E-003 2.01
100×100 7.34E-004 2.02
120×120 5.08E-004 2.02
Method FV P2 Error FV P2 Slope
60×60 5.81E-004 -
90×90 2.09E-004 2.52
120×120 1.03E-004 2.45
150×150 6.09E-005 2.37
180×180 4.01E-005 2.30
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Table 4.6: Maximum CFL for the discontinuous problem.
P1—DOFs CPR NDG SD DG FV
160k 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.22 0.58
640k 0.2 0.2 0.27 0.2 0.58
P2—DOFs CPR NDG SD DG FV
360k 0.1 0.1 0.18 0.08 0.54
1440k 0.1 0.1 0.18 0.08 0.54
4.3 Discontinuous Problem
The discontinuous problem is a radially expanding shock tube from Toro [118]. A domain of size
[−1, 1] × [−1, 1] initializes density and pressure (ρ, p) of 1.0 inside a radius of 0.4. Outside the radius,
ρ = 0.125 and p = 0.1. There is no velocity component at the initial time. Rather than using solution
errors to check if the CFL is small enough, the residual error is used, as this problem has no analytic
solution.
The solution is ran until a final time of t = 0.25, where the density is compared along the centerline,
y = 0. For the reference solution, the data was taken from the text Riemann Solvers and Numerical
Methods for Fluid Dynamics [118] (digitized for use here). The solution contours and density values are
shown in Figure 4.3 (a) and (b). The density contours were generated using a P1 CPR reconstruction on
160,000 elements. As mentioned previously, the density is gathered along the centerline and compared
across all methods. As illustrated in Figure 4.3 (b), all methods have good agreement with the reference
solution for P1 reconstruction.
The total computational work per time-step is shown in Figure 4.4 for two computational grids. For
the P1 and P2 reconstruction timings, the CPR method completes each iteration the cheapest, which is
expected since all computations are completed within one GPU kernel. NDG follows a similar trend,
with extra work required in the flux derivative calculations. SD and DG both require a significant
amount of work per iteration when compared to the other methods. This is mostly attributed to the
number of GPU kernels required per iteration. The FV method is comparable to the CPR method for
small computational domains, but once the domain is large enough, the additional memory types used
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for the CPR implementation become more important, and it is able to complete iterations faster than
FV. While work per iteration is interesting, the total work to complete the solution is more important
and is shown in Figures 4.5 and 4.6.
In Figure 4.5, a P1 reconstruction is shown for two domains of 160,000, Figure 4.5 (a), and 640,000,
Figure 4.5 (b), DOFs. The FV method is able to complete the solution faster than any other method
shown, while the CPR method is the best performing high-order method for both grids. DG takes a
significant amount of work to complete the simulation, due to the amount of kernels needed and the
presence of surface and volume integrals in the formulation. For a P2 reconstruction, a more interesting
trend is observed. Once again, FV is the best performing method, but the SD method is only 5% slower,
as shown in Figure 4.6 (a), and only 25% slower, as shown in Figure 4.6 (b)). This is due to the time-
step the SD method can take computed from the CFL condition, which is 80% higher than the CPR
method’s CFL condition. The extra sweeps through the domain demanded by the high-order method
algorithms, one to average the solution and another to apply limiting, is the reason the FV method is
able to compute solutions faster, as the limiting within the FV algorithm is implemented in the flux
computation, shown in Section 3.2.6.
4.4 Discussion of Results
The presented results compared multiple numerical methods implemented using GPU CUDA com-
puting, including FV, CPR, NDG, SD, and DG methods. A fair comparison was conducted for both
smooth and discontinuous problems, where each method utilized their maximum allowable time-steps
for stability. In addition, the number of DOFs were held constant for each grid and order of accuracy
tested.
For smooth problems, it is apparent that high-order methods can not only achieve a given accu-
racy cheaper than FV, but they can also complete simulations faster. Results show that CPR, DG, and
SD all perform significantly better than FV for both P1 and P2 reconstructions. NDG does not show
comparable errors with the aforementioned methods, but does show comparable speeds with CPR. DG,
while it yields low L2 norm errors, takes longer to complete simulations. When increasing the order of
accuracy, the SD method performs very well with the CPR method in terms of error norms. In addition,
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SD shows the ability to complete solutions faster than any other method.
For discontinuous problems, all methods show good agreement with the solution. The key result is
in the total work unit needed to complete a simulation. For low-order accurate reconstructions, results
show that the FV method is the computationally cheapest method employed, while CPR is the cheapest
high-order method. The DG method is the most expensive method, both per iteration and to complete a
full simulation. For P2 reconstructions, the FV and SD methods both perform comparably well, while
the other methods are consistent with the P1 reconstruction results.
The problems to be solved in this thesis contain solution discontinuities and will demand extremely
small time-steps to simulate. It is the intent to use a high-order method for the simulations. From the
results shown, not only does the SD method yield some of the lowest solution errors per work unit, it
also is able to complete solutions faster when considering P2 and P3 reconstructions compared to other
high-order methods. In addition, the SD method has a CFL condition which is not as restrictive as other
high-order methods, which allows the method to take larger time-steps. This is very appealing for the
problems desired to be simulated. It is due to these reasons that the SD method will be used for the
remainder of this thesis.
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(a) P1 reconstruction (b) P2 reconstruction
(c) P3 reconstruction
Figure 4.1: Smooth problem L2 density errors using (a) P1, (b) P2, and (c) P3 reconstructions versus
work unit.
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(a) P1 reconstruction (b) P2 reconstruction
(c) P3 reconstruction
Figure 4.2: Smooth problem total work unit to finish simulations for (a) P1, (b) P2, and (c) P3 recon-
structions.
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(a) CPR density contours (b) Method comparison
Figure 4.3: Discontinuous test case P1 results (a) density contours (b) solution comparison along cen-
terline.
(a) P1 reconstruction (b) P2 reconstruction
Figure 4.4: Computational work per iteration for (a) P1 and (b) P2 reconstruction.
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.5: Total work for P1 reconstruction (a) 160,000 and (b) 640,000 DOFs.
(a) (b)
Figure 4.6: Total work for P2 reconstruction (a) 360,000 and (b) 1,440,000 DOFs.
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CHAPTER 5. MULTIPHASE NUMERICAL MODELING
The numerical simulation of multiphase flows has many important applications, including collapse
of bubbles in flows, dynamics of fuel spray in engines, and hypervelocity impacts. This thesis is con-
cerned with only hypervelocity impacts, but applications to other problems could be completed using
the formulation presented. The governing equations are the two-dimensional Euler equations outlined
in Chapter 2. While these equations capture the physics of single-component fluid problems, they do
not properly define flows where the fluids posses differing equations of state, or even the same equation
of state with differing parameters to define each fluid. This issue is addressed within this chapter, where
the proper treatment of material interfaces is explored and the application of a multiphase model with
the Spectral Difference (SD) method is outlined.
5.1 Multi-Component Flow Calculations
In order to model compressible inviscid fluids, the Euler equations are applied, which solve con-
servation of mass, momentum, and energy. While it is true that the conservative form best captures
the flow description, this does not necessarily hold for multi-component flows. In fact, extending the
Euler equations to handle multiple fluids in conservative form gives rise to pressure oscillations at the
fluid interface. These oscillations are not small, and cannot be ignored as they give rise to density and
velocity oscillations. One very interesting aspect is that these oscillations are apparent when a simple
first order method is applied to the equations. This clears up any confusion that the oscillations are due
to higher-order numerical schemes. In order to avoid these oscillations, it may be favorable to sacrifice
the best flow description of conservative form and write the system in non-conservative form [89].
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In order to numerically and mathematically explore the issues of multiphase modeling, three distinct
models are implemented for the one-dimensional Euler system. The system follows the hyperbolic
conservation law with a matrix in front of the flux derivative, written as
∂q
∂t
+ A
∂f (q)
∂x
= 0 (5.1.1)
where A is a coefficient matrix and the solution and flux vectors are written as the following:
q =

ρ
ρu
e
 , f (q) =

ρu
p + ρu2
u(e + p)
 (5.1.2)
The pressure is still computed according to the ideal gas model, Equation (2.0.6), with v = 0.
5.1.1 Problem Setup
A one-dimensional problem will be investigated which involves the propagation of a material inter-
face. Consider a domain x ∈ [0, 1] which is discretized with 200 elements. The pressure and velocity
are both unity everywhere (p = 1 and u = 1). There is a density discontinuity at x = 0.2 where ρL = 1.0
and ρR = 0.1. Since the pressure and velocity are both unity, this density front should advect to the
right at a speed of u = 1 and at a constant pressure. The issue arises when the following condition is
imposed: Assume the left and right fluids have a differing ratio of specific heats, where γL = 1.4 and
γR = 1.2. The front should still travel from left to right at the same speed, but results will show that in
some models, this is not the case.
The three models will be labeled as Model I, Model II, and Model III. The conservation law needs
to be augmented to support the differing γ values in the problem. The Model I formulation inserts the γ
term directly into conservation form, and is written as the following:
q =

ρ
ρu
e
ργ

, f (q) =

ρu
p + ρu2
u(e + p)
ργu

, A =

1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1

(5.1.3)
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One additional equation is added to the system to track the interface γ value. This is a fully conservative
model. Model II is a quasi-conservative model, written as the following:
q =

ρ
ρu
e
γ

, f (q) =

ρu
p + ρu2
u(e + p)
γ

, A =

1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 u

(5.1.4)
The added equation to track γ is written in primitive form with the matrix outside the flux vector. This
model is very similar to Model III, with a small change to the γ variable in the equation. Model III is
written as the following:
q =

ρ
ρu
e
1
γ−1

, f (q) =

ρu
p + ρu2
u(e + p)
1
γ−1

, A =

1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 u

(5.1.5)
where the γ variable is changed to 1/(γ − 1). The reason for this change will be made clear in the next
section.
The equations are solved using a first order upwinding scheme. This scheme is written as the
following:
qn+1j = q
n
j −
∆t
∆x
A
[
f j+1/2 − f j−1/2
]
(5.1.6)
where n is the time level, j is the grid point, ∆t is the time-step, ∆x is the grid spacing, and f j+1/2 is the
numerical flux evaluated using the Rusanov flux discussed in Section 2.2.3.1. A constant time step of
∆t = 0.0005 was used with a single stage Runge-Kutta scheme.
5.1.2 Numerical Results
The numerical simulation results illustrate some very interesting features. All models were simu-
lated to a final time of t = 0.2 and are shown in Figure 5.1. Figure 5.1 (a) shows the fully conservative
results from Model I. At the very first time step, a pressure spike is observed at the material front. The
spike grows with time, propagates through the domain, and leads to changes in the velocity and density
fields. Notice how the pressure changes have affected the entire domain, before the density front should
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(a) Model I (b) Model II
(c) Model III
Figure 5.1: Multicomponent flow simulation with three methods
arrive. These unphysical results are generated from only the first order numerical scheme solving the
conservative equations. Even using the primitive form for γ in Model II shows material jumps, shown in
Figure 5.1 (b). However, it should be noted that the pressure spike is much less severe, and the resulting
changes in density and velocity are reduced from the Model I results. In both models, the advection
of γ shows no oscillations, but Model I does advect the γ field farther than it should have physically
traveled. Model II does improve on this feature.
The Model III results in Figure 5.1 (c) are physically accurate. The material front and γ field have
advected at the same speed, and no spikes in pressure or velocity fields are observed. These results beg
the question, why does the conservative approach produce such spikes in the results? Also, why does
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changing the primitive formulation to 1/(γ − 1) remove all non-physical results? Both these questions
are explored in the next section.
5.1.3 Numerical Interface Analysis
Consider a left and right state in a computational domain, where there is only a material interface
and no density gradient. This condition is written as
ρL = ρR = ρ
uL = uR = u
pL = pR = p
γL , γR
Consider Model I (fully conservative equations) for analysis. From the first order upwind update, the
conservation of mass is written as
ρn+1j = ρ
n
j − λ
[
(ρu)nj+1/2 − (ρu)nj−1/2
]
(5.1.7)
where λ = ∆t/∆x. From the Rusanov solver, the right interface flux is written as
(ρu)nj+1/2 =
1
2
[
(ρu)nj + (ρu)
n
j+1 − |vn|
(
ρnj+1 − ρnj
)]
(5.1.8)
where |vn| is the maximum wave speed at the interface. Since the density and velocities are equal
throughout the domain, the flux becomes the following
(ρu)nj+1/2 = (ρu)
n (5.1.9)
A similar result is found using the left interface, which becomes
(ρu)nj−1/2 = (ρu)
n (5.1.10)
Thus, the conservation of mass simply becomes the following
ρn+1j = ρ
n
j (5.1.11)
The conservation of momentum follows a similar analysis, where the update relation is written as the
following
(ρu)n+1j = (ρu)
n
j − λ
[(
p + ρu2
)n
j+1/2
−
(
p + ρu2
)n
j−1/2
]
(5.1.12)
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If the flux terms are expanded using the Rusanov flux (Section 2.2.3.1), the following right interface
flux is obtained as
(
p + ρu2
)n
j+1/2
=
1
2
[
pnj + (ρu
2)nj + p
n
j+1 + (ρu
2)nj+1 − |vn|
(
(ρu)nj+1 − (ρu)nj
)]
(5.1.13)
Again, since the density, velocity, and pressure profiles are constant throughout the domain, the flux
becomes the following (
p + ρu2
)n
j+1/2
=
1
2
[
pnj + (ρu
2)nj + p
n
j + (ρu
2)nj
]
(5.1.14)
The left flux follows a similar analysis, and the resulting update is written as
(ρu)n+1j = (ρu)
n
j (5.1.15)
The conservation of energy becomes slightly more involved. The energy update takes the form
en+1j = e
n
j − λ
[
(u(e + p))nj+1/2 − (u(e + p))nj−1/2
]
(5.1.16)
In order to complete the analysis, the energy must be related to the pressure
e =
p
γ − 1 +
1
2
ρu2 (5.1.17)
In this relation, note that p, ρ, and u are all constant through the domain, but γ defines the material front
and is not constant. For simplicity, let’s assume that γ j−1 , γ j = γ j+1, which indicates the material
interface is located at the left edge of the cell. With this assumption, the right energy flux becomes the
following
(u(e + p))nj+1/2 =
1
2
unj+1
 pnj+1γnj+1 − 1 + 12(ρu2)nj+1 + pnj+1
 + unj
 pnjγnj − 1 + 12(ρu2)nj + pnj

−1
2
|vn|  pnj+1γnj+1 − 1 + 12(ρu2)nj+1 −
pnj
γnj − 1
− 1
2
(ρu2)nj
 (5.1.18)
Since every variable on indexes j and j + 1 are equivalent, the formulation reduces to the following
(u(e + p))nj+1/2 =
1
2
unj
 pnjγnj − 1 + 12(ρu2)nj + pnj
 + unj
 pnjγnj − 1 + 12(ρu2)nj + pnj
 (5.1.19)
The left interface is written as
(u(e + p))nj−1/2 =
1
2
unj
 pnjγnj − 1 + 12(ρu2)nj + pnj
 + unj−1
 pnj−1γnj−1 − 1 + 12(ρu2)nj−1 + pnj−1

−1
2
|vn|  pnjγnj − 1 + 12(ρu2)nj −
pnj−1
γnj−1 − 1
− 1
2
(ρu2)nj−1
 (5.1.20)
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Since the density and velocity are constant in the flow, several terms can be canceled. The flux becomes
the following
(u(e + p))nj−1/2 =
1
2
unj
 pnjγnj − 1 + 12(ρu2)nj + pnj
 + unj−1
 pnj−1γnj−1 − 1 + 12(ρu2)nj−1 + pnj−1

−1
2
|vn|  pnjγnj − 1 −
pnj−1
γnj−1 − 1
 (5.1.21)
The energy update now takes the following form:
en+1j = e
n
j −
λ
2
un pn  1γnj − 1 − 1γnj−1 − 1
 + |vn|pn  1γnj − 1 − 1γnj−1 − 1
 (5.1.22)
The final update relation is for the γ advection. The update is computed by
(ργ)n+1j = (ργ)
n
j − λ
[
(ργu)nj+1/2 − (ργu)nj−1/2
]
(5.1.23)
The Rusanov flux allows the update to be written as
(ργ)n+1j = (ργ)
n
j −
λ
2
[
ρu
(
γnj − γnj−1
)
− |vn|ρ
(
γnj − γnj−1
)]
(5.1.24)
Since the density is constant for all time from Equation (5.1.11), the γ update relation becomes
γn+1j = γ
n
j −
λ
2
[
u
(
γnj − γnj−1
)
− |vn|
(
γnj − γnj−1
)]
(5.1.25)
All the update relations are presented here for clarity:
ρn+1j = ρ
n
j (5.1.26)
(ρu)n+1j = (ρu)
n
j (5.1.27)
en+1j = e
n
j − λ
un pn  1γnj − 1 − 1γnj−1 − 1
 + |vn|pn  1γnj − 1 − 1γnj−1 − 1
 (5.1.28)
γn+1j = γ
n
j − λ
[
u
(
γnj − γnj−1
)
− |vn|
(
γnj − γnj−1
)]
(5.1.29)
where λ = λ/2 for simplicity. To show how the model generates non-physical results, consider the
pressure computation after the first time-step. The pressure is computed using
pn+1j =
(
γn+1j − 1
) [
en+1j −
1
2
(
ρu2
)n+1
j
]
(5.1.30)
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With the update relations presented in Equations (5.1.26) - (5.1.29), the pressure at the next time level
is written as the following
pn+1j =
[
γnj − λ
(
u∆γn + |vn|∆γn) − 1] enj − λ
up  1γnj − 1 − 1γnj−1 − 1

+ |vn|p
 1γnj − 1 − 1γnj−1 − 1
 − 12ρu2

(5.1.31)
where ∆γ = γ j − γ j−1. The relation can be rearranged in the following form
pn+1j =
(
γnj − 1
) (
enj −
1
2
ρu2
)
−λ
(
γnj − 1
) up  1γnj − 1 − 1γnj−1 − 1
 + |vn|p  1γnj − 1 − 1γnj−1 − 1

−λ (u∆γn + |vn|∆γn) enj − λ
up  1γnj − 1 − 1γnj−1 − 1

+ |vn|p
 1γnj − 1 − 1γnj−1 − 1
 − 12ρu2

(5.1.32)
where the first term in the equation is just the pressure at time level n. Hence the pressure at the next
time level takes the form
pn+1j = p
n
n + δp (5.1.33)
where δp is a pressure spike which occurs near the material fronts where γ j , γ j−1. The incorrect update
of the energy relation yields non-physical jumps in the pressure. While this analysis was completed for
Model I, a similar analysis can be investigated for Model II. However, from the numerical results, it
is clear that this model also generates non-physical results. In order to correctly update the pressure,
changes in the model must occur.
It was observed in numerical results that Model III correctly computed the pressure and material
fronts. To understand why the model yields correct solutions, a necessary condition is imposed, that
pn+1j = p
n
j . To impose such a condition, consider Equation (5.1.17) for two time steps:
en+1j =
pn+1j
γn+1j − 1
+
1
2
ρu2 (5.1.34)
enj =
pnj
γnj − 1
+
1
2
ρu2 (5.1.35)
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Method Recall that the density and velocity profiles are constant for all time. By imposing the pressure
equality, the following can be written:
(γn+1j − 1)
[
en+1j −
1
2
ρu2
]
= (γnj − 1)
[
enj −
1
2
ρu2
]
(5.1.36)
For convenience, we will set κ = (γ − 1) and divide the κ terms to obtain
1
κnj
[
en+1j −
1
2
ρu2
]
=
1
κn+1j
[
enj −
1
2
ρu2
]
(5.1.37)
The en+1j update has already been computed from the previous analysis in Equation (5.1.28). Inserting
the energy update into the above equation yields the following
1
κn+1j
[
enj −
1
2
ρu2
]
=
1
κnj
enj − λ
un pn  1κnj − 1κnj−1
 + |vn|pn  1κnj − 1κnj−1
 − 12ρu2
 (5.1.38)
Once again, the definition of energy is used in the above to yield the following
1
κn+1j
 pnjκnj + 12ρu2 − 12ρu2
 =
1
κnj
 p
n
j
κnj
+
1
2
ρu2 − λ
un pn  1κnj − 1κnj−1
 + |vn|pn  1κnj − 1κnj−1
 − 12ρu2

(5.1.39)
Several terms cancel, and recall that p j = p. The above equation can be written as
1
κn+1j
 pnκnj
 = 1κnj
 pnκnj − λ
un pn  1κnj − 1κnj−1
 + |vn|pn  1κnj − 1κnj−1

 (5.1.40)
Factoring out the pressure and κ terms gives the following
1
κn+1j
=
1
κnj
− λ
un  1κnj − 1κnj−1
 + |vn|  1κnj − 1κnj−1
 (5.1.41)
where λ = λ/2. Note that this equation is simply the discretization of the following:
∂
∂t
(
1
κ
)
+ u
∂
∂x
(
1
κ
)
= 0 (5.1.42)
with κ j = κ j+1. Hence, the analysis shows that discretizing the Euler system with the above added non-
conservative equation will produce physically accurate results for material fronts with varying γ values.
This formulation is completed for only one additional varying term. Additional equations would be
required for more complex equations of state, where each varying term across the material front would
need to be discretized in a manner similar to Equation (5.1.42). To avoid such complexities, a different
model is considered for implementation.
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5.2 Diffused-Interface Method
In order to model the transition regions between materials without generating non-physical pressure
perturbations, the Diffused-Interface Method (DIM) is adapted. The model uses volume fractions to
determine material characteristics based on equations of state which define each material. The Euler
system is modified to allow volume fractions to be modeled. The numerical model and integration into
the SD method are covered in this section.
5.2.1 Numerical Model
From the results presented in the previous section, an additional equation is needed to track the
material interface, which can be completed by discretizing 1/κ in Equation (5.1.42). The added equation
in the DIM, however, tracks the volume fractions. For a one-dimensional problem with two fluid phases,
where each fluid is governed by a similar equation of state, the system becomes the following:
∂ρ
∂t
+
∂ (ρu)
∂x
= 0 (5.2.1)
∂ρu
∂t
+
∂
(
ρu2 + p
)
∂x
= 0 (5.2.2)
∂e
∂t
+
∂
[
u(e + p)
]
∂x
= 0 (5.2.3)
∂α1
∂t
+ u
∂α1
∂x
= 0 (5.2.4)
where α1 defines the phase, and the second fluid phase is α2 = 1−α1. When more than two fluid phases
are considered, this system cannot be used. This case will be investigated later. The one-dimensional
model is now a 4-equation system with the added volume fraction equation. It is more convenient to cast
the volume fraction equation into conservative form with an added source term. The spatial derivative
can be written as
u
∂α1
∂x
=
∂ (uα1)
∂x
− α1 ∂u
∂x
(5.2.5)
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The system can then be written in hyperbolic form with an added source term for the DIM formulation.
The following system is obtained
∂q
∂t
+
∂f
∂x
= S (5.2.6)
where the vectors are written as follows:
q =

ρ
ρu
e
α1

, f =

ρu
p + ρu2
u(e + p)
uα1

, S =

0
0
0
α1
∂u
∂x

(5.2.7)
The model now has an appropriate equation to track the material phase fronts throughout the simulation.
In general, more than two phases are present in simulations, and multiple dimensional cases are of
interest.
For a general two-dimensional problem, one may have n different phases to model. The same
hyperbolic conservation law can be applied, with an added flux term for the second dimension. The
governing equation is written as
∂q
∂t
+
∂f
∂x
+
∂g
∂y
= S (5.2.8)
Assume that there exists three or more material phases to be modeled (n > 2). In this example, each
materials density and phase must both be tracked. The vectors in Equation (5.2.8) are written as follows:
q =

ραk
ρu
ρv
e
αk

, f =

ρuαk
p + ρu2
ρuv
u(e + p)
uαk

, g =

ρvαk
ρuv
p + ρv2
v(e + p)
vαk

, S =

0
0
0
0
αk
(
∂u
∂x +
∂v
∂y
)

(5.2.9)
where αk is the volume fraction of phase k. This yields a system of (2n + 3) equations to be solved at
every point in the domain. The total density is just the summation of each phases density contribution,
written as
ρ =
k∑
i=1
ραk (5.2.10)
From the density, the remaining primitive variables, velocities and pressures, can be computed as nor-
mal.
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Figure 5.2: Spectral Difference elements with solution points (red circles) and flux points (blue squares)
for P1 and P2 reconstructions
5.2.2 Implementation with SD
Implementation of the model into SD (which will be called SD-DIM) is rather straightforward. The
overall SD algorithm can be broken down into three major parts:
1. Given the states at the solution points, interpolate the information to the flux points. Use the
interpolated values to compute the flux vectors at the flux points.
2. Given the states at the flux points, couple the elements together using a Riemann solver at each
interface to compute a Riemann flux. Store the flux at the interface flux points.
3. Given the flux values at the flux points, compute the flux derivatives and interpolate the derivatives
to the solution points to update the solution states.
For clarity, P1 and P2 reconstructions are shown in Figure 5.2 to differentiate between solution and flux
points. The above algorithm changes slightly when using the DIM. In step (1) and (2), the calculated
pressures need to be augmented to support different equations of state, which will be discussed in
Section 5.3. In step (3), additional derivatives are required for the source vector addition. The u and v
velocities can be computed at the flux points from the interpolated solution state vector. The velocity
derivatives are then computed using the following:(
∂u
∂ξ
)
i, j
=
k+1∑
r=0
ur+1/2, jl′r+1/2(ξi) (5.2.11)(
∂v
∂η
)
i, j
=
k+1∑
r=0
vi,r+1/2l′r+1/2(η j) (5.2.12)
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This is extremely convenient, as the l′(ξi) and l′(ηi) coefficients have already been computed to complete
the flux derivatives (see Table 2.3). No extra memory storage is required, with the exception of stor-
ing the additional states for the partial differential equations. This makes implementation of SD-DIM
extremely cost efficient.
5.3 Equations of State
In the GPU comparison results presented in Chapter 4, only the ideal gas equation of state was
considered. For the problems considered, this state equation does not properly handle the physics. Two
different equations of state are considered for implementation, the stiffened gas and Mie-Gru¨neisen state
equations.
5.3.1 Stiffened Gas
When materials are under high pressures it is possible to describe them physically using the stiffened
gas equation of state [109, 126, 127]. Under this assumption, the stiffened gas equation of state will be
used for most simulations presented in this thesis. The internal energy is computed as
ei =
p + γp∞
γ − 1 (5.3.1)
where γ is the ratio of specific heats and p∞ is a pressure coefficient dependent on material properties.
From Equation (5.3.1), setting the p∞ term to zero yields the ideal gas equation of state. It follows that
the pressure is computed as
p = (ei − γp∞)(γ − 1) (5.3.2)
Each material is allowed to have differing γ and p∞ terms, hence the volume fractions are needed
in computing the pressure. To stay consistent with the model (see Section 5.1.3), the terms must be
computed in the following manner:
1
γ − 1 =
∑
k
αk
γk − 1 (5.3.3)
γp∞ =
∑
k
αkγk po,k
γk−1∑
k
αk
γk−1
(5.3.4)
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This will guarantee no pressure oscillations at the material interface. Finally, the speed of sound is
computed as
c =
√
γ(p + p∞)
ρ
(5.3.5)
5.3.2 Mie-Gru¨neisen
The Mie-Gru¨neisen equation of state [128] is more complicated than the stiffened gas model, and
it depends on each materials densities. While it is not used for the asteroid disruption problems, it is
implemented to show the ability to utilize more complex equations of state. The pressure is described
by
p =
(
ei +
pre f
Γ
− ρere f
)
/
(
1
Γ
)
(5.3.6)
where Γ, pre f , and ere f are all functions of density. The Gru¨neisen coefficient, Γ, takes the form
Γ = Γ0
(
V
V0
)α
(5.3.7)
where Γ0 = 1 − γ0 represents the Gru¨neisen coefficient at the initial density, V = 1ρ , and α = 1 in the
current work. The reference values for pressure and energy are
pre f = p0 +
c20(V0 − V)
[V0 − s(V0 − V)]2 (5.3.8)
ere f = e0 +
1
2
(pre f + p0)(V0 − V) (5.3.9)
where p0, e0, c0, and s all depend on the material to be modeled. In a similar manner to the stiffened
equation of state, the volume fractions can be applied to compute material mixtures throughout the
domain. The speed of sound for the Mie-Gru¨neisen equation of state is
c2 =
[
Γ + 1 +
ρ
Γ
dΓ
dρ
] (
p − pre f
ρ
)
+
Γpre f
ρ
+
dpre f
dρ
− Γρdere f
dρ
(5.3.10)
The derivatives can be computed analytically and are shown here for completeness:
dΓ
dρ
= −Γρ0
ρ2
(5.3.11)
dpre f
dρ
=
2c2s
(
1
ρ +
1
ρ0
)
ρ2
[
s
(
1
ρ − 1ρ0
)
+ 1ρ0
]3 − c2
ρ2
[
s
(
1
ρ − 1ρ0
)
+ 1ρ0
]2 (5.3.12)
dere f
dρ
=
c2
(
1
ρ − 1ρ0
)
2ρ2
[
s
(
1
ρ − 1ρ0
)
+ 1ρ0
]2 + c2
(
1
ρ +
1
ρ0
)
2ρ2
[
s
(
1
ρ − 1ρ0
)
+ 1ρ0
]2 − c2s
(
1
ρ +
1
ρ0
) (
1
ρ − 1ρ0
)
ρ2
[
s
(
1
ρ − 1ρ0
)
+ 1ρ0
]2 (5.3.13)
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5.4 Multiphase Damage Modeling
To simulate damage or fracturing of the asteroid targets, a method to detect damaged points in the
domain is necessary. It is important to note that our model is two-dimensional, hence area computations
are required instead of volume computations. Each element has a specified initial density associated
with it due to starting conditions. This density will be known as ρ0. Since density can be related to
volume (area), the ratio of the initial density inside an element relative to the new density can be written
as
ρ0
ρ
=
V
V0
(5.4.1)
Assume that each element edge has an initial length of l0, and when a new density occupies the element,
the edges are changed by some amount ∆. This action is shown in Figure 5.3, where an initial element
is expanded to encompass a new density value. Equation (5.4.1) can be written in terms of the element
edges as
V
V0
=
(l0 + ∆)2
l20
=
(
l0 + ∆
l0
)2
=
(
l0
l0
+
∆
l0
)2
(5.4.2)
In Equation (5.4.2), the volume terms are expanded to give the ratio of the change in length over the
initial length. This ratio is defined as the strain the element experiences, . Hence, Equation (5.4.1) can
be written as
ρ0
ρ
= (1 + )2 (5.4.3)
which can easily be solved for the strain as
 =
√
ρ0
ρ
− 1 (5.4.4)
If ρ0 > ρ, then the strain will be positive, and material is in tension, while if ρ0 < ρ, the strain will be
negative which indicates the material is compressed. The final step is to compare the computed strain
from the model with the maximum compressive, c, or maximum tensile, t, strain the material can ex-
perience. In the report by Stowe [129], several granite specimens are tested for maximum compressive
and tensile strengths. The average of the tests are recorded within the report. From the averaged results,
a maximum compressive strain of c ≈ 2000.0µ strain and a maximum tensile stain of t ≈ 200.0µ strain
are the thresholds for damage detection.
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Figure 5.3: Damage characterization in one element
Once the strain computed from Equation (5.4.4) exceeds the maximum allowable strain in compres-
sion or tension, the region is marked as damaged. Of course, if the target is marked as damaged and
immediately allowed to break apart, then the damaging shock wave will not travel through the target.
An example blast wave is illustrated in Figure 5.4 [88], where if the target fragments at the peak value
of the positive part (also called positive phase) the remainder of the positive part may not travel. At this
peak point, the material is compressed, and waves should be allowed to propagate through this com-
pressed region. A unique property of blast waves and impacts is the appearance of negative parts, which
occur when the shock front has traveled a certain distance and the pressure behind the front drops below
that of the surrounding atmosphere or material [73, 88, 130]. Once this wave part arrives, the damaging
wave front no longer effects the region. The negative part arrival of the wave dictates when the material
will experience damage. The issue now is how to numerically damage the point in the domain, such
that fracture of the material occurs. To accomplish this, a change of material phase is completed. The
basic concept is the following:
1. Compute the strain at every point and check to see if damage occurs. If it does, proceed.
2. Check if the negative part of the wave has arrived. If it has, proceed.
3. Complete a material phase change where the damaged material looses a percentage of its stiffness.
4. Update the new phases in q and continue to the next time-step.
The issue now is what material phase change in step (3) is appropriate for the given problem. Further
explanation and analysis is discussed in Section 7.1.3.
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Figure 5.4: Illustration of a standard blast wave.
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CHAPTER 6. NUMERICAL VERIFICATION CASES
Several verification cases are presented for the developed computer code. All cases utilize Graphics
Processing Units (GPUs) with the Spectral Difference (SD) method for numerical simulations. As dis-
cussed in Section 2.2.4, a three-stage Runge-Kutta scheme is applied for time-marching with a constant
time-step defined for each test case.
6.1 Sod’s Shock Tube
The standard Sod Shock Tube problem [131] was simulated to show proper implementation of the
SD method with the limiter. The initial conditions are as follows:
(ρ, u, p)L = (1.0, 0.0, 1.0), (ρ, u, p)R = (0.125, 0.0, 0.1)
where the left and right separation location is x = 0 in a domain from x ∈ [−0.5, 0.5]. The ideal
gas equation of state is used with a ratio of specific heats, γ = 1.4. The Rusanov Riemann solver is
used at the interfaces for element coupling (see Section 2.2.3.1). Three different computational grids
are investigated, where 50, 100, and 200 elements discretized the grids G1, G2, and G3 respectfully. A
constant time-step of ∆t = 2.0×10−4 is used to simulate until the computational time is t = 0.2 seconds.
The solution reconstruction was held at P2 for the grid refinement study.
Figure 6.1 (a) shows the density profiles, where three major regions of interest are observed. The
rarefaction wave (x ≈ −0.3 − 0) region, the contact discontinuity (x ≈ −0.2), and the shock front
(x ≈ −0.35). The rarefaction head is blown-up in Figure 6.1 (b), where it is observed that grid refinement
leads to closer agreement with the exact solution. A similar trend is also observed in Figure 6.1 (c) and
in Figure 6.1 (d) at the contact discontinuity and shock front locations.
A second set of simulations are completed where the grid is held constant at G1, while the order of
accuracy is increased from P1 to P3, shown in Figure 6.2. It is observed that the solutions are similar
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(a) Density field (b) Rarefaction head location
(c) Contact discontinuity location (d) Shock front location
Figure 6.1: Sod shock tube grid refinement (t = 0.2 seconds).
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(a) Density field (b) Rarefaction head location
(c) Contact discontinuity location (d) Shock front location
Figure 6.2: Sod shock tube order refinement (t = 0.2 seconds).
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(a) Density field (b) Pressure field
Figure 6.3: Strong shock problem (t = 0.05 seconds).
in all three regions. One major difference lies in the reconstruction in the smooth regions, between
the rarefaction wave and the contact discontinuity and between the contact discontinuity and the shock
wave. Figure 6.2 (c) and (d) show that increasing the order of accuracy yields more accurate solutions
within the constant density regions, while the solutions around the discontinuities is quite similar.
6.2 Modified Sod’s Shock Tube
The next test case initializes a moving discontinuity which is known to produce entropy violations
by generating an expansion shock in the rarefaction region. The domain, x ∈ [−0.5, 0.5], is discretized
with 200 elements and a P2 reconstruction with the Rusanov interface solver applied for coupling. The
interface is located at x = 0, with left and right initial conditions as follows:
(ρ, u, p)L = (1.0, 0.75, 1.0), (ρ, u, p)R = (0.125, 0.0, 0.1)
The ideal gas equation of state is used with γ = 1.4. The results for density and pressure are shown in
Figure 6.3 (a) and (b). The numerical solution is shown with symbols, where each symbol is equally
spaced at a 1% distance. From the density profile, Figure 6.3 (a), no expansion shock is created within
the rarefaction region, and the numerical solution compares well with the exact solution.
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(a) Density field (b) Pressure field
Figure 6.4: Strong shock problem (t = 0.05 seconds).
6.3 Strong Shock
While the Sod’s shock tube case discussed in Section 6.1 demonstrates the capability of the solver
to capture some basic features, it does not illustrate means of dealing with problems which contain
multiple scales. This test case will show the solvers ability to handle such situations. A strong shock
problem is simulated, where a narrow density peak is formed just behind the shock front. The domain,
x ∈ [−0.5, 0.5], is discretized with 400 elements and a P2 reconstruction with the Rusanov interface
solver. The initial conditions are as follows:
(ρ, u, p)L = (1.0, 0.0, 10.0), (ρ, u, p)R = (0.01, 0.0, 0.01)
where the separation point between the states is again at x = 0. Again, the ideal gas equation of state is
applied with γ = 1.4. These conditions generate an initial pressure ratio of 1000 at the interface. The
solution is shown at a final time of t = 0.05 with a time-step of ∆t = 1.25 × 10−5. The solutions for
the density and pressure fields are shown in Figure 6.4 (a) and (b). The results indicate that the solver
does possess the ability to capture problems with large density and pressure ratios, a capability desired
in order to solve the intended problems.
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6.4 Two-Fluid Shock Tube
This test case is a multifluid version of Sod’s shock tube problem discussed in Section 6.1 [132].
The initial conditions are identical to Sod’s problem, but the specific heat ratio is allowed to vary at the
interface. The conditions are as follows:
(ρ, u, p, α1)L = (1.0, 0.0, 1.0, 1.0), (ρ, u, p, α1)R = (0.125, 0.0, 0.1, 0.0)
where the two fluids are now governed by the stiffened equation of state, discussed in Section 5.3.1,
with p∞ = 0, γL = 1.4, and γR = 1.6. The domain, x ∈ [−1.1], is discretized with 200 elements
and a P2 reconstruction, and the density, pressure, and γ profiles are shown at a final time of t = 0.2
with a time step of ∆t = 2.0 × 10−4. The solution is shown in Figure 6.5 and is compared with a
reference solution, generated by running the SD method with the HLLC interface flux (Section 2.2.3.2)
over 2000 elements. The Diffused-Interface Model (DIM) is needed for this problem, as the γ variation
at the interface indicates two fluids with different equation of state properties. Figures 6.5 (a) - (c) show
the density, pressure, and γ fields for two interface solvers, the Rusanov and HLLC Riemann solvers.
The results indicate that both interface solvers capture the reference solution well, and no pressure
oscillations are generated by the numerical model. One must now question the usage of the HLLC
Riemann solver when a Rusanov flux appears sufficient. The next case illustrates how the Rusanov flux
can still produce pressure oscillations even with SD-DIM.
6.5 Propagating Material Front
Consider the following test case in a domain x ∈ [−1, 1]. At x = 0, a material interface is defined
with the following initial conditions:
(ρ, u, p, α1)L = (1.0, 1.0, 1.0, 1.0), (ρ, u, p, α1)R = (0.125, 1.0, 1.0, 0.0)
with γL = 1.4 and γR = 1.6. This produces a propagating material front moving from left to right at a
speed of unity. Since the pressure and velocities are constant, the density and γ discontinuities should
simply travel to the right, with no oscillations. The simulation is carried out until 0.1 seconds with
∆t = 2.0 × 10−4. A P1 reconstruction is applied to show high-order reconstructions are not the cause
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(a) Density field (b) Pressure field
(c) γ field
Figure 6.5: Sod’s shock tube with γ variation (t = 0.2 seconds).
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(a) Density field (b) Pressure field
(c) γ field
Figure 6.6: Material front advection (t = 0.1 seconds).
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for issues. Figure 6.6 shows the results from density, pressure, and γ. While the density and γ fields
(Figure 6.6 (a) and (b)) appear to be captured well, Figure 6.6 (b) shows issues with the Rusanov flux,
where pressure oscillations are produced around the traveling interface. In fact, Figure 6.6 (a) shows
a small density fluctuation before the material front in the Rusanov flux results. These plots illustrate
the necessity of using the HLLC flux for problems which contain multiple materials, as non-physical
pressure oscillations can occur at material interfaces.
6.6 Two-Phase Gas-Liquid Problem
The following case demonstrates the method’s ability to handle high pressure ratios and different
material properties [133]. The domain, x ∈ [−5, 5], is discretized with 2,500 elements and a P2 recon-
struction is used. The HLLC Riemann solver is applied for the problem due results from the previous
test case. The initial conditions are defined as the following:
(ρ, u, p, α1)L = (1.241, 0, 2.753, 1.0), (ρ, u, p, α1)r = (0.991, 0, 3.059 × 10−4, 0.0)
These conditions yield an interface pressure ratio of roughly 9000, a high ratio which tests the robustness
of the method. The material interface is initially located at x = 0 where the left and right materials have
differing γ and p∞ coefficients. The left material is modeled as air under high pressure, with a specific
heat ratio of γL = 1.4 and pressure coefficient p∞,L = 0.0. The right material is modeled as water with a
high specific heat ratio of γR = 5.5 and pressure coefficient p∞,R = 1.505. Both materials are modeled
using two different equations of state, an ideal gas model for the left state and a stiffened gas for the
right state. Due to the high pressure associated with the left state, the interface between the materials
will advect to the right, causing material mixing. The simulation is completed until a final time of 0.6
seconds with a time-step of ∆t = 1.0× 10−4. Figure 6.7 (a) - (c) shows the solution profiles of density,
pressure, and γ compared with the exact solution [104] at a time of t = 0.6. The computed solution
is shown by the symbols, plotted with a 2% distance. The figures demonstrate how well the solution
matches with the exact solution. It is important to note that no pressure oscillations at the interface are
apparent.
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(a) Density profile (b) Pressure profile
(c) γ profile
Figure 6.7: Two-phase gas-liquid problem at time t = 0.6 seconds.
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6.7 Two-Dimensional Riemann Problem
The following case tests the implementation of the numerical method and the slope limiting scheme
in multiple dimensions. A square domain, [0, 0.3] × [0, 0.3], is discretized with 40,000 elements. In
each element, a P2 reconstruction is completed. Like the one-dimensional cases, a interface is defined
at x + y = 0.5. To the left and right of this interface, the initial conditions are the following:
(ρ, u, v, p)L = (1.0, 0, 0, 1.0), (ρ, u, v, p)R = (0.125, 0, 0, 0.4)
The ideal gas equation of state is used with a constant γ = 1.4. Along each boundary, a wall condition
is imposed, which is defined as
qwall =

ρL
(ρu)L − 2ρL (V · n) nx
(ρv)L − 2ρL (V · n) ny
eL

where V = (u, v) is the velocity vector, n = (nx, ny) is the face normal vector, and subscripts L indicate
the solution at the wall interior. This test case does not have an exact solution, but due to the initial con-
ditions imposed, the solution should demonstrate symmetry about x = y. If symmetry is not observed,
there exists some numerical problem with the implementation of the method or the slope limiter. The
results are shown in Figure 6.8 (a) and (b) at two different times. It should be noted that symmetry about
x = y is observed at both times, and throughout the simulation. This indicates that both the method and
the slope limiter are indeed implemented correctly.
6.8 Two-Dimensional Blast Wave
This case is identical to the discontinuous problem discussed in Section 4.3, and is outlined here for
clarity. A domain of size [−1, 1] × [−1, 1] is discretized with 160,000 elements. Density and pressure
are initialized as (ρ, p) of 1.0 inside a radius of 0.4. Outside the radius, ρ = 0.125 and p = 0.1. The
solution density contours are shown in Figure 6.9 (a) for a P2 reconstruction. Again, the density is
recorded across the centerline, y = 0, and plotted with the reference solution from Toro [118]. The
purpose of this test case is to investigate the performance increase of utilizing GPUs when compared to
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(a) Density field at t = 0.8 seconds (b) Density field at t = 1.4 seconds
Figure 6.8: Two-dimensional Riemann problem results.
Table 6.1: Speed comparisons for two-dimensional SD (time refers to time/iteration).
Hardware P1 time Speed-up P2 time Speed-up P3 time Speed-up
Intel Xeon 2.226 - 3.156 - 5.384 -
NVIDIA K20c 0.019 119.3 0.032 98.9 0.046 117.0
4 × NVIDIA K20c 0.007 341.7 0.010 313.2 0.017 316.7
the CPU code. Table 6.1 shows the time per iteration of three different orders of accuracy for the given
mesh. The CPU is a Intel Xeon E5-2640 at 2.50 GHz, while the GPU is a NVIDIA Tesla K20c. The
compiler flags discussed in Section 4.1 were implemented with double precision computing for both
the CPU and GPU codes. Using only a single GPU, a factor of 100 times increase in computing speed
is observed across the orders of accuracy. The GPU workstations employed in this thesis have a total of
four GPU K20c cards, and by utilizing all cards an additional 2.5 to 3 times speed-up factor is observed.
It is not a linear increase due to hardware limitations, where GPU to GPU communication requires CPU
communication first. This implies first transferring memory from the GPU to the CPU, then transferring
memory from CPU to CPU, and finally transferring back from CPU to GPU. The memory transfer from
GPUs to CPUs is a major bottleneck in GPU computing.
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(a) Density contours (b) Density at centerline
Figure 6.9: Two-dimensional blast wave simulation with P2 reconstruction (t = 0.25 seconds).
6.9 Two-Dimensional Aluminum Impact
In this case, a two-dimensional impact simulation is shown. A pre-shocked and heated semi-infinite
aluminum slab is hit by another aluminum slab at ambient pressure traveling at 2 km/s [134]. All
variables are non-dimensionalized in the problem. The domain, [x, y] ∈ [0, 1]×[0, 1], is discretized with
400 elements. A P2 reconstruction is completed and the simulation is ran to a final time of t = 0.04.
The heated aluminum slab is located at x < 0.5 with the conditions:
(ρ, u, p)L = (4.0, 0.0, 79.3)
while the ambient slab to the right has conditions:
(ρ, u, p)r = (2.785,−2.0, 0.0)
Unlike the previous examples, this cases follows the Mie-Gru¨neisen equation of state (Section 5.3.2),
whose parameters for aluminum are given in Table 6.2. At the boundaries, an extrapolation condition is
set, written as
qextrap =

ρL
(ρu)L
(ρv)L
eL

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Table 6.2: Mie-Gru¨neisen aluminum coefficients.
Parameter c0 s0 ρ0 e0 p0 Γ0
Value 5.238 1.338 2.785 0.0 0.0 2.0
(a) Density profile (b) Velocity profile
Figure 6.10: Solution of aluminum impact problem at t = 0.04 seconds.
While this case does not require the use of SD-DIM, since both states are modeled by the same equation
of state, it does show the application of the solver to handle more complicated equations of state. The
density and velocity profiles are shown in Figure 6.10 (a) and (b) for a two-dimensional simulation. The
data was gathered along the centerline, y = 0.5, and plotted with the exact solution [134]. The results
demonstrate the correct implementation of the equation of state and the accuracy of the method.
6.10 Grid Convergence Study
The effects of grid refinement and increasing order of accuracies are studied in this test case. In a
domain [−1,−1] × [1, 1], a flat target is defined for y < 0.0, while above this the region is defined as
air. In a small radius, r < 0.1, a small explosive device is initialized within the domain in a specified
location. The initial conditions are shown in Table 6.3 for the three materials. The stiffened equation of
state is used with p∞ = 0. Three different computational grids were investigated: G1 (10,000 elements),
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Table 6.3: Grid convergence study initial conditions.
Material ρ e γ
Target 20.0 1.0 2.6
Air 1.0 1.0 1.4
Bomb 1.0 100.0 1.4
Table 6.4: Grid convergence study results at t = 0.2 seconds.
Grid P1 P2 P3 P4 P5
G1 12.36 11.42 11.16 11.13 11.11
G2 10.98 11.38 10.27 10.23 10.21
G3 10.50 10.08 10.03 10.02 10.01
G2 (40,000 elements), and G3 (160,000 elements). Two different simulations were completed for each
grid and each order of accuracy, one with the explosive device above the surface, and another with the
device below the surface. The total kinetic energy transferred to the target surface is monitored for both
surface and subsurface simulations, where the total kinetic energy is written as
ek =
1
Ω
∫
Ω
V · V
2
dΩ
where Ω is the size of the target body. The energy from the subsurface blast is divided by the energy
from the surface blast to yield a coupling factor. This coupling factor is used to investigate the grid
convergence.
The energy device center was set at y = 0.232 for the surface blast and y = −0.464 for the subsurface
detonation. The significance of these locations is discussed in a report by the National Research Council
(NRC) [135], where at these specific locations, a subsurface detonation is 10 times more efficient at
coupling kinetic energy to the target than a surface explosion. The reader is directed to the report for
more information. The solutions at two different times are shown in Figures 6.11 to 6.14. Each figure
shows a P2 reconstruction of density and kinetic energy for the three different grids tested. The small
structures become more apparent as the grid is refined from G1 to G3. The energy coupling factors are
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(a) Density G1 (b) Density G2 (c) Density G3
(d) Kinetic energy G1 (e) Kinetic energy G2 (f) Kinetic energy G3
Figure 6.11: Surface explosion at t = 0.1 seconds.
shown in Table 6.4, where through grid and order refinement, the factor of 10 is observed. These results
were gathered at t = 0.2 s, but results can be obtained at any time after the shock from the surface
explosion has contacted the material. Before this time, the energy to the target is zero, and the coupling
factor would be infinity. Note that for G3 with a P2 reconstruction indicates 9 points per element, which
yields 1.4 million degrees of freedom per equation. This result is important as it’s the first result which
produces an error of less than 1% with respect to the factor of 10 which should be observed. If the grid
is too coarse or the order of accuracy is too low, the results greatly over-predict the coupling factor.
6.11 Cross-Code Comparison
In this section, the developed code is compared with the RAGE hydrocode from Los Alamos Na-
tional Lab [136, 71]. The problem considered is the following: A hypervelocity impactor is to strike
an asteroid target traveling at 11.5 km/s. At two different times, the depth of the generated crater is
recorded and compared across the codes. The asteroid target is circular with a 50 m radius. The com-
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(a) Density G1 (b) Density G2 (c) Density G3
(d) Kinetic energy G1 (e) Kinetic energy G2 (f) Kinetic energy G3
Figure 6.12: Subsurface explosion at t = 0.1 seconds.
(a) Density G1 (b) Density G2 (c) Density G3
(d) Kinetic energy G1 (e) Kinetic energy G2 (f) Kinetic energy G3
Figure 6.13: Surface explosion at t = 0.2 seconds.
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(a) Density G1 (b) Density G2 (c) Density G3
(d) Kinetic energy G1 (e) Kinetic energy G2 (f) Kinetic energy G3
Figure 6.14: Subsurface explosion at t = 0.2 seconds.
position is assumed to be 100% granite, with a density of 2000 kg/m3. The impactor is assumed to be
an aluminum box, with a varying density of 160 kg/m3 and 600 kg/m3 for two seperate simulations.
The size of the impactor is 1 × 1 m, which yields impactors with masses of 160 kg and 600 kg for the
two simulations completed. The density contours at two times are shown in Figure 6.15 for the two
impactors. Figure 6.15 (a) and (b) show the 160 kg impactor, while Figure 6.15 (c) and (d) show the
600 kg impactor. The computational domain is set as [−20,−20]× [20, 20] with 400,000 elements and a
P1 reconstruction (1.6 million degrees of freedom per equation) per element to discretize the problem.
All materials are modeled using the stiffened equation of state, with the parameters listed in Table 6.5
[109, 137]. Before discussing the results, note that this simulation, and future asteroid simulations,
are only two-dimensional. This indicates that the simulations mimic a infinitely long rod impacting an
infinitely long cylinder. The impactor leaves a relatively small crater in the asteroid target after impact,
which is expected due to the low impacter mass. The crater can be analyzed for post-processing to
compare the two computer programs. The depth of the crater is recorded and compared with results
from RAGE [138] at a time of 1 ms and shown in Table 6.6. HyperX is the name of the GPU high-order
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(a) 160 kg impactor at t = 1.0 ms (b) 160 kg impactor at t = 2.0 ms
(c) 600 kg impactor at t = 1.0 ms (d) 600 kg impactor at t = 2.0 ms
Figure 6.15: Density contours of crater generation.
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Table 6.5: Stiffened gas equation of state parameters.
Parameter γ p∞
Air/Space 1.4 0.0
Aluminum 3.8 1.4 ×109
Granite 2.6 1.42 ×1011
Table 6.6: Cross-code crater depth comparison results at 1 millisecond.
Solver 162 kg 600 kg
HyperX 0.8 m 2.0 m
RAGE > 1.0 m 2.2 m
method code developed at Iowa State University (ISU). Results show that while the HyperX solver pro-
duces slightly smaller craters than RAGE for the two impactors, good agreement is observed between
the results. This gives confidence in the HyperX code for future problems.
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CHAPTER 7. ASTEROID DISRUPTION SIMULATIONS
In this chapter, the major results of the work are presented and discussed. A target asteroid is
impacted by Kinetic-Energy Impactors (KEIs) and nuclear blast waves. The first simulation set models
KEIs against targets with no damage quantification as a preliminary study. The added damage model
follows, to contrast the previous results. Finally, the Hypervelocity Asteroid Intercept Vehicle (HAIV),
discussed in Section 1.2.2, is simulated to show the effectiveness of nuclear weapons against asteroids.
7.1 Hypervelocity Impactor Vehicles
As previously discussed, nuclear options are the most mass-efficient means for storing energy. How-
ever, non-nuclear methods for asteroid disruption should be investigated, for both engineering and po-
litical reasons. This section investigates two impactor systems against an asteroid target, and compares
the particle dispersal speeds between the two approaches.
7.1.1 Problem Description
Two different KEI systems are investigated in this work. The first system is a single, heavy impactor,
deemed the Single Kinetic-Energy Impactor Vehicle (SKIV). The impactor is designed as a square box
with a density of 5,000 kg/m3 and each side 1 m in length. This yields an impactor with a mass of 5,000
kg. One question posed is the following: What if instead of a single hit, a shotgun effect is studied,
can this be more effective at disrupting a target? To explore this, the Multiple Kinetic-Energy Impactor
(MKIV) system is introduced. The aforementioned SKIV is split into several smaller impactors, with
the total kinetic energy between the two systems held constant. In the current study, the SKIV is broken
into five seperate impactors to form the MKIV system. For equivalent kinetic energy, each impactor
would needs a mass of 1,000 kg and travel at the same speed as the SKIV. The density of each impactor
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Figure 7.1: The SKIV (left) verses the MKIV (right) system. The orange box is 5,000 kg, while each
green box is 1,000 kg. The asteroid target is circular with a diameter of 100 m.
is lowered to 1,000 kg/m3, and the same square box is used for the design of each impactor. The
asteroid target is assumed to be circular with a diameter of 100 m, and has a composition of 100%
granite with a density of 2,000 kg/m3. The overall problem set-up is shown in Figure 7.1 for both
impactor systems. The SKIV system (shown in the left of the figure) contains a single orange impactor
with mass m = 5, 000 kg. The MKIV system (shown in the right of the figure) has five impactors, each
with a mass of 5, 000/5 kg, or 1,000 kg. The spacing of impactors in the MKIV system is held constant
and is defined for each simulation. Each impactor travels at 11.5 km/s, which holds the total kinetic
energy constant between each system.
In order to simulate this problem, an equation of state is needed to model each material present.
Due to the extremely high pressures associated with the impact from the incoming mass at the specified
velocity, the stiffened equation of state (Section 5.3.1) will be used to model the problem. The coef-
ficients for each material are given in Table 6.5. Doing a quick calculation, one can find the speed of
sound in granite to be c = 4,296.5 m/s using the coefficients in Table 6.5, a pressure of p =101,325 Pa,
and a density of 2,000 kg/m3. Since each impactor strikes the target at 11.5 km/s, well over twice the
speed of sound in granite, the impactor speed is truly hypervelocity. In addition, three distinct materials
are required to be modeled: Space, aluminum, and granite. Due to the limitations of the solver, empty
space with zero density is not allowed. Hence, the outside space is modeled as air with a low density.
In this work, the density is set to 10 kg/m3 for numerical stability purposes (densities lower can cause
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Table 7.1: Averaged velocity dispersion speeds at time t = 0.06 seconds.
SKIV MKIV
|V | (m/s) 23.31 30.52
instabilities in the results). The system to be solved is given in Equation (5.2.9), where three equations
are needed for conservation of mass, two equations for conservation of momentum, one equation for
conservation of energy, and three additional equations for the volume fractions. This yields a system of
nine partial differential equations to be solved at every point in the domain.
7.1.2 Preliminary Simulations
The computational domain is [x, y] ∈ [−65,−115] × [65, 15] and partitioned with 250,000 elements
with a P1 reconstruction within each element. There is no damage model integrated for these simula-
tions, which makes predicting fragment sizes or showing disruption of the asteroid target impossible.
Hence, these simulations should only be viewed as preliminary results. Simulations are completed until
a computational time of t = 0.06 seconds with a small time-step of ∆t = 3.0 × 10−6. For the MKIV
system, each impactor was set 10 m apart.
Figure 7.2 shows the simulation results without a damage model for the SKIV and MKIV systems.
Figures 7.2 (a) and (b) illustrate the density contours of the two configurations, where regions of high
density are observed which may correlate to large fragments. One important result is the relative size
of these regions, where a large high-dense region is observed in the SKIV results near the core of the
target. Furthermore, when compared against the MKIV density results, differences are observed in the
size and locations of the high-dense regions. The major difference in the core is of high interest, as this
may indicate damaged material, no longer intact.
The velocity histograms are plotted in Figures 7.2 (c) and (d) for the systems. These results indicate
that the SKIV system has a large percentage of particles traveling slower than the MKIV system. This
can be attributed to the core of the target in the SKIV case, where the large high-dense region shows no
displacement. The velocity histograms are averaged and shown in Table 7.1. The MKIV system is more
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(a) Density contours (kg/m3) SKIV (b) Density contours (kg/m3) MKIV
(c) Velocity histogram (m/s) SKIV (d) Velocity histogram (m/s) MKIV
Figure 7.2: Simulation results of SKIV and MKIV at time t = 0.06 seconds (no damage model).
effective at disrupting the asteroid target, since the velocity dispersion speeds at roughly 31% greater
than the SKIV dispersal speeds.
While these results do not yield fragments or show pulverization of the target, they serve as a
benchmark for moving forward when a damage model is integrated to the simulations. One important
result is the crater size for each case, which can be used to help tune the damage model in the next
section.
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7.1.3 Damage Model Integration
As discussed in Section 5.4, a damage model is required in order to simulate asteroid break-up and
determine if fragmentation will occur. Since the asteroid target is assumed a granite composition, the
results from Stowe [129] will be used, where the maximum compressive strain is c ≈ 2000.0µ and the
maximum tensile stain is t ≈ 200.0µ. Once damage has been detected, a phase change is completed
at the damage location. To investigate the effects of different phase changes, the SKIV simulation is
completed as introduced in Figure 7.1. The simulation is stopped at a time of t = 0.06 s with a time
step of ∆t = 1×10−5. Again, the domain is [x, y] ∈ [−65,−115]× [65, 15] and partitioned with 250,000
elements with a P1 reconstruction. A parameter study is completed in Figure 7.3, where five different
phase ratios are shown. Figure 7.3 (a) represents a mixture where the damaged target looses all of
its material properties and behaves like air. In this simulation, the crater, shown in Figure 7.2 (a), is
completely lost. Damaged material travels upward, in the positive y-direction at the impact location. It
is more physically reasonable to still observe the crater in this simulation, but even changing the mixture
to 50% granite and 50% air, shown in Figure 7.3 (b), shows very little change in crater formation or
damage amount. Only when the granite composition is above 60% does crater formation take place.
Further increasing the phase ratio in Figures 7.3 (d) and (e) yield a better crater profile with comparable
damage between the results. For the remainder of this thesis, a 75% granite and 25% air composition
is assumed for the damaged material, as shown in Figure 7.3 (e). Physically, this indicates that the
damaged material has lost 25% of its original stiffness and behaves more like a rubble pile. It should
be noted that the compressed region within the target, apparent in all phase mixtures, will most likely
undergo additional damage due to shear waves, which are not presently modeled.
7.1.4 Kinetic Impactor Results
The computational domain is [x, y] ∈ [−65,−115] × [65, 15] and simulations are completed across
two grids and three orders of accuracy. The coarse mesh, G1, is partitioned with 250,000 elements while
the refined mesh, G2, has 562,500 elements. Table 7.2 shows the total number of Degrees of Freedom
(nDOFs) and time to complete a simulation for the impactor problems. The nDOFs is defined as the
total number of points multiplied by the total number of partial differential equations solved at each
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(a) 0% granite - 100% air (b) 50% granite - 50% air (c) 65% granite - 35% air
(d) 70% granite - 30% air (e) 75% granite - 25% air
Figure 7.3: Density contours of different phase mixtures for granite and air (t = 0.06 seconds).
Table 7.2: Total simulation nDOFs and time on four K20 GPUs.
G1 nDOFs (million) G1 time (min) G2 nDOFs (million) G2 time (min)
P1 9.0 5.00 20.25 28.50
P2 20.25 6.97 45.56 38.07
P3 36.0 10.43 81.0 59.90
point. In the example of the G1 grid with a P3 reconstruction, there are 250,000 elements with 16 points
within each element and nine partial differential equations solved at each point. The total time to finish
a simulation on four NVIDIA K20 GPUs is given in minutes. Even on a fine grid and high order of
accuracy, the simulation can finish in just under an hour.
The SKIV system is shown using the two grids and two reconstruction orders in Figures 7.4 and
7.5. As the grid and order is refined, the small structures become more apparent and are less smeared
in the density contours. Even by increasing the order of accuracy on the coarse mesh in Figure 7.4 (b),
more features are captured in the core of the target. The highest refinement, Figure 7.4 (d), improves
upon those features.
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(a) G1 and P1 reconstruction (b) G1 and P3 reconstruction
(c) G3 and P1 reconstruction (d) G3 and P3 reconstruction
Figure 7.4: Density contours of grid and order refinement for SKIV system (t = 0.06 seconds).
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(a) G1 and P1 reconstruction (b) G1 and P3 reconstruction
(c) G3 and P1 reconstruction (d) G3 and P3 reconstruction
Figure 7.5: Velocity histograms of grid and order refinement for SKIV system (t = 0.06 seconds).
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(a) G1 and P1 reconstruction (b) G1 and P3 reconstruction
(c) G3 and P1 reconstruction (d) G3 and P3 reconstruction
Figure 7.6: Density contours of grid and order refinement for MKIV system (t = 0.06 seconds).
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(a) G1 and P1 reconstruction (b) G1 and P3 reconstruction
(c) G3 and P1 reconstruction (d) G3 and P3 reconstruction
Figure 7.7: Velocity histograms of grid and order refinement for MKIV system (t = 0.06 seconds).
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Table 7.3: Average SKIV system dispersal speeds from grid and order refinement (t = 0.06 seconds).
G1 G2
P1 179.64 174.67
P2 168.49 179.95
P3 171.05 181.40
The velocity histogram plots are observed in Figure 7.5. Regardless of order of accuracy or grid
level, the histogram results compare well. A high percentage of particles are traveling near the 100
m/s region, with an additional peak (though much smaller) near the 300 m/s region. Perhaps a more
interesting result can be found by averaging the histogram results, as shown in Table 7.3. The coarse
mesh results appear to converge near 170 m/s, while the refined mesh results converge roughly 10 m/s
higher, near 180 m/s.
The same simulations were completed for the MKIV system on two computational grids at two
orders of accuracy. The density contours are observed in Figure 7.6. The major features are consistent
throughout the plots, where significant target damage is shown at the impactor locations, major damage
is observed around the y = −40 m line, and a high-dense region is observed indicated by the red
contours. The high-dense region is significantly smaller in the MKIV results when compared to the
SKIV results. In addition, more damage is observed in the MKIV density contours, where the asteroid
appears to internally fracture. As a second comparison, consider the velocity histogram plots, shown in
Figure 7.7. All the plots illustrate a peak particle percentage around 175 - 180 m/s, which is significantly
higher than the results in Figure 7.5, where the peak occurs just below 100 m/s.
To compare between the SKIV and MKIV results, the two computational grids are tested at various
orders of accuracies. Due to the distributed surface damage in Figure 7.6 a large portion of asteroid
surface is ejected in the positive y-direction, leaving the domain through the boundary condition at a
time of 0.06 seconds. The time was stopped at 0.03 seconds, where all the asteroid material is still
confined within the domain. The results are shown in Table 7.4, where the MKIV has faster dispersal
speeds than the SKIV system for all simulations. On the finest mesh and highest order of accuracy, a
7.37% increase is observed in the MKIV system results. These results give further confidence that the
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Table 7.4: Average dispersal speeds (m/s) for the SKIV and MKIV systems (t = 0.03 seconds).
P1 SKIV MKIV Percentage Increase
G1 111.91 122.78 9.71
G2 105.25 116.29 10.49
P2
G1 99.18 116.62 17.6
G2 108.44 117.15 8.03
P3
G1 99.82 115.34 15.5
G2 111.30 119.50 7.37
Figure 7.8: HAIV concept illustration.
MKIV system is more effective at pulverizing the asteroid.
7.2 HAIV Results
In this section, a single simulation is carried out to illustrate the effectiveness of the HAIV ap-
proach. A computational domain is discretized with 250,000 elements and P2 reconstruction is applied.
The computational domain is [x, y] ∈ [−65,−115] × [65, 15], the same domain used in the previous
simulations. Figure 7.8 outlines the problem geometry. The impactor is a 1.0 × 1.0 m aluminum box
with a density of 500 kg/m3 and a mass of 500 kg. The nuclear payload contains 100 kilotons of energy
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(a) Elapsed time 0.21 milliseconds (b) Elapsed time 0.81 milliseconds
(c) Elapsed time 1.61 milliseconds (d) Elapsed time 2.21 milliseconds
Figure 7.9: Density contours (kg/m3) for HAIV simulation at specified total times.
(1 kiloton is equal to 4.184×1012 joules) and follows the impactor at a distance of 10 m. In order to
properly simulate this case, the 500 kg impactor is first simulated until a time of 0.1 milliseconds. At
this time, a small crater is formed in the asteroid target. The nuclear device is initialized inside this
crater, and the simulation is restarted. The device is treated as an ideal gas with a constant specific heat
ratio of γ = 1.4 and a density of 1.0 kg/m3. There is no modeling for radiation loss, which indicates
this is mostly an ideal case.
Figure 7.9 shows the density contours of the HAIV simulation at specified times. The energy from
the nuclear device is distributed into a high pressure mechanical shock wave that contacts the asteroid
target within the crater. It should be noted that a portion of the shock is lost to the outside space through
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the crater opening. Figure 7.9 (a) shows results at a total time of 0.21 milliseconds, which is 0.11
milliseconds after the nuclear device has detonated. All results show complete target vaporization. A
quick calculation can show that resultant compressive strain in the target is significantly higher than the
targets maximum allowable compressive strain. With a shock front of around 4,000 kg/m3, the resulting
strain is computed as
 =
√
ρ0
ρ
− 1 =
√
2000.0
4000.0
− 1 ≈ 30 × 104µ strain (7.2.1)
which is 150 times larger than the maximum compressive strain in granite used in this thesis. This large
amount of material deformation clearly indicates vaporization of the target body.
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CHAPTER 8. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
This thesis presents the development of GPU-based computational multifluid models to explore
aspects of asteroid pulverization and fragmentation. Several high-order numerical methods were op-
timized and coupled with material interface modeling for implementation on GPUs in order to better
explore complex multifluid applications. These methods were compared with GPU CUDA program-
ming to determine the most computationally efficient and accurate method. This thesis establishes that
standard and extensively used Finite Volume (FV) method is the least computationally efficient and
accurate for a significant number of smooth problem cases. The FV method yields higher errors for
a given work unit, while high-order methods produce much lower errors for the same work unit. Ad-
ditionally, the work proves simulations run with high-order methods are faster than the standard FV
method for a given number of degrees of freedom. It was also demonstrated that the Spectral Difference
(SD) method is able to produce both lower errors and solutions faster than arguably the most efficient
high-order method to-date, the Correction Procedure via Reconstruction (CPR) method.
For discontinuous problems, all methods demonstrated good agreement with a reference solution.
Presented results indicate that the CPR method is the computationally cheapest method per iteration
for the grids and orders of accuracy tested. The FV method, however, produced the lowest total work
unit to complete a simulation for all tests. For higher reconstruction orders, the SD method was again
the best performing high-order method, producing solutions only 25% slower than the FV method and
just slightly faster than the CPR method. From the results presented in this thesis, it is clear that the
SD method is the most efficient method per work unit and one of the computationally cheapest high-
order methods with GPU CUDA computing. Therefore, the SD method was selected for the multifluid
modeling problem addressed in this thesis.
Presented here is the first application in available literature of coupling the high-order SD method
with the Diffused-Interface Method (DIM), which was done to properly simulate multi-material inter-
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faces in multifluid problems. The combined framework of SD and DIM was outlined, numerical issues
were addressed, and it was verified through numerical simulations that multi-material problems can be
resolved accurately. The coupling of SD with DIM and the GPU computing implementation creates a
novel computational tool which is well suited to many multi-component problems.
The novel SD-DIM computational tool is applied here to explore the complex, difficult problem of
asteroid fragmentation and pulverization from both kinetic impactors and nuclear explosive devices. For
non-nuclear methods, this work compared a single kinetic impactor (SKIV) to a multi-bodied system
(MKIV) to determine which approach is more effective. Results establish that for an equivalent amount
of kinetic energy, the MKIV system is more effective at pulverizing and fragmenting the target asteroid.
For all cases considered, the MKIV system produced velocity dispersal speeds 7 - 17% faster than the
SKIV system. Observed target damage was significantly more severe for the MKIV case as estimated
from density contours, which also indicate improved target disruption. For nuclear methods, a kinetic
impactor was blended with a nuclear explosive (HAIV) to maximize the coupling energy from the
nuclear device to the target, which resulted in complete target destruction. The nuclear device produced
material strains 150 times larger than the materials maximum allowable compressive strain, resulting in
immediate and catastrophic failure.
The presented results are for one and two-dimensional problems, and extension to three dimen-
sions is needed. Computational bottlenecks shift when progressing from two-dimensional to three-
dimensional problems, as parallelism and coupling per element both increase drastically. It is uncertain
if the presented two-dimensional GPU efficiency and accuracy results will hold for three-dimensional
problems. However, the two-dimensional approach developed provides a foundation for a three-
dimensional study.
The equations of state and asteroid target composition definitions should be addressed for further
investigation. Results presented implemented the stiffed gas equation of state for the impactor and
target materials. This state equation does not completely describe the materials responses, and more
accurate equations of state should be explored. Additionally, asteroid targets are not entirely granite
composition, which was assumed here. Asteroids can be composed of ice, iron, granite, and a multitude
of other materials. Further exploration is needed for asteroid targets of varying material composition
and shapes.
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The damage model presented demands further verification with simulation and experimental re-
sults, as phase mixtures were tuned to yield physically reasonable solutions. However, comparing with
existing results in literature proves difficult, as most materials have yet to be fit to the equations of state
presented, further implying the need for more equations of state to be implemented. Additionally, many
literature results are presented in three-dimensions, another limitation of the two-dimensional model
developed.
It is important to note that the multifluid model developed here is only applicable when the P-wave
particle displacement is sufficiently large when compared to the maximum compressive strain in the
target material to cause compressive failure and prevent S-wave propagation. The model also breaks
down when considering the fragmentation of the body. Both concerns can and should be addressed with
a solid dynamics model. The S-waves can contribute to material damage and overall material response,
important for modeling. In addition, the individual fragments and inter-fragment collisions cannot be
captured with a fluid dynamics model. Finally, further exploration of the transition region between fluid
and solid models is needed.
While SD-DIM is capable of solving a diverse set of problems, several important questions arising
from the complex nature of the specific application presented in this thesis still exist. Questions as to
the validity of the fluid model assumption need to be addressed. Experimental data that would allow
validation of the results presented herein is lacking in available literature, and it is recommended that
validation and verification be completed before future work continues. Further investigation into the
implementation of damage models is still possible and should be pursued. Suitable equations of state
that will allow for accurate responses from generic materials are not readily available, but should be
derived and integrated into SD-DIM. Hypervelocity phenomena are difficult to capture analytically and
the resulting shock waves are difficult to resolve numerically. To address this issue, this work utilizes a
simplified fluid model, but a more accurate solid dynamics model is required. Future work in this area
should consider and address these issues.
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APPENDIX A. DERIVATION OF COEFFICIENTS
This appendix describes the derivation of different coefficients needed in Chapter 2 for each numer-
ical method.
CPR Coefficients
For the Correction Procedure via Reconstruction (CPR) method, two sets of coefficients are needed,
one set to take derivatives, and another to provide corrections at element interfaces. Let l define a
Lagrange polynomial basis where a degree k polynomial is written as
l j(x) =
k+1∏
s=1,s, j
 x − xlsxlj − xls

where xl are Gauss-Lobatto points. An example P2 Lagrange polynomial calculation is shown in Table
A.1. The derivative coefficients are found by taking the derivative at each point with respect to each
Gauss-Lobatto point. Numerically, this is written as
ci, j =
d
dx
l j(xli)
where the indexes i and j run through the solution points in a one-dimensional line. Note that operations
in two-dimensions are completed in a one-dimensional manner. Derivatives are taken of the polynomials
(like those in Table A.1) and evaluated at the Gauss-Lobatto points. The correction coefficients are
derived from Equation (2.1.13), which was written as∫
Vm
wδmdV =
∫
∂Vm
w
[
F ncom − F n(qm)
]
dS
The correction polynomial is just a linear combination of correction coefficients and Lagrange polyno-
mials, written as
δm =
k+1∑
i=1
αili(x)
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Table A.1: Lagrange polynomials for CPR/NDG P2 reconstruction
j 1 2 3
l j(x)
x(x−1)
2 −(x − 1)(x + 1) x(x+1)2
Note that the correction coefficients (α) are identical for each differential equation, while the polynomial
is a function of the normal flux difference. Depending on how the correction polynomial is selected,
different correction coefficients can be obtained. In this thesis, the Radau polynomials are considered to
due the higher accuracy compared to other polynomials [17]. The formulation for solving the correction
coefficients for P2 reconstruction becomes the following:
∫
Vm
wδmdV =

∫ 1
−1 l1l1
∫ 1
−1 l1l2
∫ 1
−1 l1l3∫ 1
−1 l2l1
∫ 1
−1 l2l2
∫ 1
−1 l2l3∫ 1
−1 l3l1
∫ 1
−1 l3l2
∫ 1
−1 l3l3


αL,1
αL,2
αL,3
 =

l1(−1)
l2(−1)
l3(−1)

Inserting numeric values, the equation becomes the following:
∫
Vm
wδmdV =

0.2667 0.1333 −0.0667
0.1333 1.0667 0.1333
−0.0667 0.1333 0.2667


αL,1
αL,2
αL,3
 =

1
0
0

Due to symmetry, αL, j = αR,k+2− j, and only one set of coefficients need to be derived. Note that this
formulation is identical to the Nodal Discontinuous Galerkin (NDG) approach for the lifting matrix in
Equation (2.1.34).
DG Coefficients
In the Discontinuous Galerkin (DG) method, three sets of coefficients are needed for each order
of accuracy: Interpolation to edges, stiffness matrix, and a mass matrix. The basis is again formed by
Lagrange polynomials written as
l j(x) =
k+1∏
s=1,s, j
 x − xgsxgj − xgs

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where xg are Gauss-Legendre points within an element. In order to interpolate the solution to the edges,
a simple substitution is needed in the above formulation
cL, j = l j(−1) (A.0.1)
where cL is the interpolation coefficients to the left interface. The interpolation to the right interface
follows a substitution of x = 1. Example computations for P2 reconstruction are shown in Table A.2.
The mass and stiffness matrices require integrals and derivatives of the Lagrange polynomials. The
mass matrix, for P2 reconstruction is written as
[Mi, j] =

∫ 1
−1 l1l1
∫ 1
−1 l1l2
∫ 1
−1 l1l3∫ 1
−1 l2l1
∫ 1
−1 l2l2
∫ 1
−1 l2l3∫ 1
−1 l3l1
∫ 1
−1 l3l2
∫ 1
−1 l3l3

while the stiffness matrix is
[S i, j] =

∫ 1
−1 l1
∂l1
∂x
∫ 1
−1 l1
∂l2
∂x
∫ 1
−1 l1
∂l3
∂x∫ 1
−1 l2
∂l1
∂x
∫ 1
−1 l2
∂l2
∂x
∫ 1
−1 l2
∂l3
∂x∫ 1
−1 l3
∂l1
∂x
∫ 1
−1 l3
∂l2
∂x
∫ 1
−1 l3
∂l3
∂x

For P2 reconstruction, these matrices become the following:
[Mi, j] =

0.556 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.8889 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.5556

[S i, j] =

−1.0758 1.4344 −0.3586
−0.5738 0.0 0.5738
0.3586 −1.4344 1.0758

These matrices are only for one-dimensional elements. For two-dimensional elements, additional di-
mensions are needed to integrate points in the second dimension. This generates matrices that are size
(k + 1)2 × (k + 1)2 for a Pk reconstruction.
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Table A.2: Left interface DG interpolation coefficients
j 1 2 3
cL, j 1.4788 -0.6667 0.1878
SD Coefficients
For the Spectral Difference (SD) method, two sets of coefficients are required, interpolation and
derivative coefficients. However, two sets of Lagrange polynomials need to be defined. They are written
as
llj(x) =
k+2∏
s=1,s, j
 x − xlsxlj − xls

lgj(x) =
k+1∏
s=1,s, j
 x − xgsxgj − xgs

where ll are the Lagrange polynomials for the flux points (Gauss-Lobatto points) and lg are the Lagrange
polynomials for the solution points (Gauss-Legendre points). For a P2 reconstruction, the interpolation
coefficients become the following:
ci, j =

lg1(x
l
1) l
g
1(x
l
2) l
g
1(x
l
3) l
g
1(x
l
4)
lg2(x
l
1) l
g
2(x
l
2) l
g
2(x
l
3) l
g
2(x
l
4)
lg3(x
l
1) l
g
3(x
l
2) l
g
3(x
l
3) l
g
3(x
l
4)

where the Lagrange polynomials at the solution points are evaluated at the flux point locations. The
derivative coefficients can be computed in the following manner:
di, j =

∂
∂x l
l
1|xg1
∂
∂x l
l
1|xg2
∂
∂x l
l
1|xg3
∂
∂x l
l
2|xg1
∂
∂x l
l
2|xg2
∂
∂x l
l
2|xg3
∂
∂x l
l
3|xg1
∂
∂x l
l
3|xg2
∂
∂x l
l
3|xg3
∂
∂x l
l
4|xg1
∂
∂x l
l
4|xg2
∂
∂x l
l
4|xg3

where derivatives are performed on the Lagrange polynomials at the flux points and evaluated at the
solution points.
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